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Evolution during the Ancient Earth

 Lecture based on 25 documentaries: Netflix Life on Our Planet Earth, PBS Nova’s 
Ancient Earth, and many Eons documentaries, and some Wikipedia data.

 After seeing these films, I realized I had little prior knowledge about how geology 
and climate on the ancient earth has influenced biological evolution. 

 Highly recommend you see the documentaries for the visuals (& Morgan Freeman’s 
voice narration).

 This lecture will summarize the scientific information they contain.

 Life’s (via evolution) extraordinary journey to conquer, adapt and survive on Earth 
across billions of years



Life on earth in 1 hour

 Imagine all history of life on earth rolling out in 1 hour

 Total time = 4.5 Billion years 

 First 50 minutes: microbes, single celled organisms

 Last 10 minutes = 500 Ma: animals
 Mammals =  200 Ma

 Last 100th of second (last 7 Ma): All of human evolution



Geological/climactic recycling themes

 2 major Extinction scenarios:

 Less CO2 in atmosphere: More plants pull in more CO2 which makes 
climate cold; planetary ice ages begin; less nutrients from rocks; less 
oxygen in ocean; extinction

 More CO2 in atmosphere: planet warms up; plants dye; this adds more 
nutrients to ocean; algae blooms; eventually less oxygen; extinction

 We are now at beginning of 2nd cycle type



Continental Drift: active Atlantic Ridge discovered – volcanically 
active seafloor spreading; divergent plate boundary; creating 
more land; continents pushed away



Convergent plate boundaries: Subduction zones & sea floor 
spreading = plate tectonics



Our 2 Plates



Plate separation = Red Sea  & African Rift Valley (Ethiopia) 



Supercontinents: Nuna, 1.8-1.4 Ga



Rodinia, 1.3 Ga - 900 Ma



Pannotia, 546 Ma: 1st animals, Ediacaran & Cambrian



Supercontinent: Pangea

Supercontinent Pangaea (335-175 Ma) began to 
break up 215 Ma and is still doing so today





Future: N and S America moving West; Africa and Australia 
moving North; Africa will crash into Europe: Super mountains



Continental Drift from 1.4 Ga – Alfred Wegener, 1912



Age of the Earth =  4.5 Ga

 Our earth is 4.543 ± 0.05 billion years old
 In northwestern Canada, they discovered rocks about 4.03 billion years 

old. Then, in Australia, they discovered minerals about 4.3 billion years 
old

 Both moon rocks and meteorite materials date, via radiometric 
uranium–lead isotope dating methods, to 4.4 and 4.5 billion years.

 Early studies of geological stratigraphy led to realization of how ancient 
the earth was. Continuous layering of rock from oldest at bottom to 
youngest at top.



Earliest life on earth

 The starting of life began as inorganic molecules that underwent a natural 
transformation (through electricity or heat) to become organic molecules.
These building blocks joined to form macromolecule chains that eventually 
made up organisms.

 The earliest known life forms on Earth may be as old as 4.1 billion years old 
(or Ga) according to carbon graphite inside a single zircon grain in the Jack 
Hills range of Australia.

 The earliest undisputed evidence of life on Earth dates at least from 3.5 
billion years ago, during the Eoarchean Era, after a geological crust started to 
solidify following the earlier molten Hadean Eon. 
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Earliest life

 The earliest evidence of life found in a stratigraphic layer unit, not just a 
single mineral grain, a biogenic substance, is the 3.7 Ga 
metasedimentary rocks containing graphite from the Isua Supracrustal 
Belt in Greenland.

 The earliest direct known life on land are microbial mat fossils, 
stromatolites which have been found in 3.5-billion-year-old geyserite
uncovered in the Dresser Formation (sandstone) of the Pilbara Craton
of Western Australia.

 According to one of the researchers, "If life arose relatively quickly on 
Earth … then it could be common in the universe."
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Lithified stromatolites: Lake Thetis, Western Australia. Archean 
stromatolites are the first direct fossil traces of life on Earth. 3.5 Ga

Fossilized
cyanobacteria

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithification
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Thetis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Australia


Evolution began ~3.5 to 3.8 billion years ago

 According to modern biology, the total evolutionary history from the 
beginning of life to today has taken place since 3.5 to 3.8 billion years 
ago, the amount of time which passed since the last universal common 
ancestor (LUCA) of all living organisms as shown by geological dating

 What were the right conditions for life to begin evolve?
Liquid water, energy from sun or deep ocean vents, right chemistry
And/or extraterrestrial input of amino acids.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_evolutionary_history_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_evolutionary_history_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_universal_ancestor
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Earliest life

 The oceans formed ~4.4 billion years ago

 A molecular clock model suggests that the LUCA may have lived 
4.477—4.519 billion years ago, within the Hadean eon.

 In 2018, a study found that 4.5 billion-year-old meteorites found on 
Earth contained liquid water along with prebiotic complex organic 
substances that may be ingredients for life. All major amino acids have 
been found in meteorites.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_water_on_Earth#History_of_water_on_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_clock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorite


Origin of life first, then evolution

 Evolution tells us nothing about the origin of life on Earth.

 Life must first originate and begin producing variation -- before natural 
selection can begin.

 So life must begin before evolution can begin.



Origin of Life

 One of the reasons for interest in the early atmosphere and ocean is 
that they form the conditions under which life first arose. 

 There are many models, but little consensus, on how life emerged from 
non-living chemicals; chemical systems created in the laboratory fall 
well short of the minimum complexity for a living organism.

 The first step in the emergence of life may have been inorganic 
chemical reactions that produced many of the simpler organic 
compounds, including nucleobases and amino acids, that are the 
building blocks of life. 



Miller & Urey experiment, 1953

 An experiment in 1953 by Stanley Miller and Harold Urey showed that 
such molecules could form in an atmosphere of water, methane, 
ammonia and hydrogen with the aid of electrical sparks to mimic the 
effect of lightning.

 Although atmospheric composition was probably different from that 
used by Miller and Urey, later experiments with more realistic 
compositions also managed to synthesize organic molecules. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miller%E2%80%93Urey_experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Miller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Urey


Origin of Life

 Three possible starting points: 
self-replication, an organism's ability to produce offspring that are 

similar to itself
metabolism, its ability to feed and repair itself; and 
external cell membranes, which allow food to enter and waste 

products to leave, but exclude unwanted substances.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-replication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_membrane


Replication first: RNA World

 All of life now uses DNA to replicate itself and a complex array of RNA
and protein molecules to "read" these instructions and use them for 
growth, maintenance, and self-replication

 The discovery that a kind of RNA molecule called a ribozyme can 
catalyze both its own replication and the construction of proteins led to 
the hypothesis that earlier life-forms were based entirely on RNA.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ribozyme
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RNA World

 They could have formed an RNA world in which there were individuals 
but no species, as mutations and horizontal gene transfers would have 
meant that the offspring in each generation were quite likely to have 
different genomes from those that their parents started with.

 RNA would later have been replaced by DNA, which is more stable and 
therefore can build longer genomes, expanding the range of capabilities 
a single organism can have. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_world


Membrane first: iron-sulfur world

 Another long-standing hypothesis is that the first life was composed of 
protein molecules. 

 Amino acids, the building blocks of proteins, are easily synthesized in 
plausible prebiotic conditions, as are small peptides (polymers of amino 
acids) that make good catalysts.

 Self-sustaining synthesis of proteins could have occurred near 
hydrothermal vents.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proteins
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Clay theory

• Some clays, notably montmorillonite, have properties that make them plausible 
accelerators for the emergence of an RNA world: they grow by self-replication of 
their crystalline pattern, are subject to an analog of natural selection (as the clay 
"species" that grows fastest in a particular environment rapidly becomes dominant), 
and can catalyze the formation of RNA molecules. 

• Although this idea has not become the scientific consensus, it still has active 
supporters

• Research in 2003 reported that montmorillonite could also accelerate the 
conversion of fatty acids into "bubbles", and that the bubbles could encapsulate 
RNA attached to the clay. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montmorillonite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_selection
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Geothermal springs

 Wet-dry cycles at geothermal springs: The temperatures of geothermal 
springs are suitable for biomolecules. Silica minerals and metal sulfides 
in these environments have photocatalytic properties to catalyze 
biomolecules. 

 Solar UV exposure also promotes the synthesis of biomolecules like 
RNA nucleotides.

 An analysis of modern hydrothermal veins at a 3.5 Ga geothermal 
spring were found to have elements required for the origin of life, which 
are potassium, boron, hydrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, zinc, nitrogen, and 
oxygen. 



Deep sea hydrothermal vents

 Catalytic mineral particles and transition metal sulfides at these 
environments are capable of catalyzing organic compounds. 

 Exergonic reactions at hydrothermal vents are suggested to have been 
a source of free energy that promoted chemical reactions, synthesis of 
organic molecules, and are inducive to chemical gradients. Nucleobase 
synthesis could occur by following universally conserved biochemical 
pathways by using metal ions as catalysts.

 Small mineral cavities or mineral gels could have been a compartment 
for abiogenic processes. 

 A genomic analysis supports this hypothesis as they found 355 genes 
that likely traced to LUCA upon 6.1 million sequenced prokaryotic 
genes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_universal_common_ancestor


Life "seeded" from space

 The Panspermia hypothesis does not explain how life arose originally, 
but simply examines the possibility of its coming from somewhere other 
than Earth. The idea that life on Earth was "seeded" from elsewhere in 
the Universe dates back at least to the Greek philosopher Anaximander
in the sixth century BCE. 

 There are three main versions of the "seeded from elsewhere" 
hypothesis: from elsewhere in our Solar System via fragments knocked 
into space by a large meteor impact, in which case the most credible 
sources are Mars and Venus; by alien visitors, possibly as a result of 
accidental contamination by microorganisms that they brought with 
them; and from outside the Solar System but by natural means.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anaximander
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Era
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteoroid#Meteor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed_panspermia


LUCA

 LUCA: last universal common ancestor, from which all life descended = 
evolutionary mother of all planetary life on earth.

 It is believed that of this multiplicity of protocells, only one line survived. 
LUCA is not the first life. It is the cell that is the ancestor of all life on 
Earth today.

 It’s process & product are still debated; took billion of years for real 
complexity, like first invertebrates,  to develop. A perpetual evolutionary 
war with multiple dynasties.

 For 3 billion years life consisted of bacterial mats on the ocean floors



LUCA

 LUCA branched out: Archea – a prokaryote; Bacteria; and Eukaryotes
(fungi):  Eucaryotes are more related to Archea; we are Archea

 Genetic info surrounded by a membrane
 Can now examine genomes for old commonalities; search for minimal 

genome, least required for survival = 500-1600 genes (DNA, ribosome, 
metabolism)

 Comparison of Archea and Bacteria show some common genes 
(metabolize Hydrogen and CO2) indicate deep sea vent connection

 Not all agree. Research goes on for LUCA.



Last universal common ancestor

 Current phylogenetic evidence suggests that the last universal ancestor
(LUCA) lived during the early Archean eon, perhaps 3.5 Ga or earlier.

 It was probably a prokaryote, possessing a cell membrane and probably 
ribosomes, but lacking a nucleus or membrane-bound organelles such 
as mitochondria or chloroplasts. Like modern cells, it used DNA as its 
genetic code, RNA for information transfer and protein synthesis, and 
enzymes to catalyze reactions.

 Some scientists believe that instead of a single organism being the last 
universal common ancestor, there were populations of organisms 
exchanging genes by lateral gene transfer. 
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Extinction is the norm

 After the extinction of 99% of all lifeforms, today 10 million species of 
plants and animals – 1% of all that have existed

 It is estimated that over five billion species have gone extinct.

 Estimates on the number of Earth's current species range from 10 
million to 14 million, of which about 1.2 million are documented, but 
over 86 percent have not been described.

 However, it was recently claimed that 1 trillion species currently live on 
Earth, with only one-thousandth of one percent described.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction


Sequence of Life

 Sequence of life in history of Earth:
Anaerobic organisms first
Production of oxygen
Plants and animals in the oceans and then on land; 
 then amphibians on land; with 4 limbs and backbone who still needed 

water; 
 then reptiles with dry land capability; 
 then dinosaurs (245 to 65.5 Ma) – 150 million years of stability 
 then birds and mammals



3 Rules of life on Earth

 1 – Best adapted will survive: adaptation = natural selection
 i.e. butterfly egg survival = eggs look identical but each are genetically 

unique; 1 may have a new variant mutation that enables better adaptation 
to the environment (for both survival & reproduction) and becomes new 
species = evolution by natural selection

But plants that butterflies feed on also evolve in defending themselves 
from caterpillars; chemical warfare of plants vs butterflies; poison in the 
leaves that kill caterpillars or growths that mimic bf eggs with nectar that 
attracts ants which feed on caterpillars

First rule produces tremendous variation on which natural selection works

 2 – Competition drives adaptation – most competition from one’s own kind; 
between and within species competition drives evolution



3 Rules of life on Earth

 3 – Geology of the earth never stays stable; geological change is constant
and  both helps and hinders life on the plant
Supercontinents and tectonic plate movements
Volcanoes have been one of greatest agents for biological change; 

eruptions that last 1000s to millions of years; toxic gas releases, causing 
climate change; producing mass extinctions

Climate challenges include fire, ice, toxic seas and atmosphere, endless 
rain periods; ice sheets; global waste lands

Geological changes have triggered significant biological evolution. The two 
are fundamentally interlaced.

Global mass extinction events =  75%+ of life have been extinguished at 
least five major times and multiple minor times



Eons

 The Hadean eon represents the time before a reliable (fossil) record of life; it 
began with the formation of the planet and ended 4.0 billion years ago. 

 The following Archean and Proterozoic eons produced the beginnings of life
on Earth and its earliest evolution. 

 The succeeding eon is the Phanerozoic, divided into three eras: 
Paleozoic, an era of arthropods, fishes, and the first life on land
Mesozoic, which spanned the rise, reign, and climactic extinction of the 

non-avian dinosaurs; 
Cenozoic, which saw the rise of mammals. 

 Recognizable hominins emerged at most 2 million years ago, a vanishingly 
small period on the geological scale. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proterozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abiogenesis
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Life Timeline



4 Major Geological Eras – A quick tour
Hadean: 4.54-4.0 Ga

 Hadean Eon: 4.54-4.0 Ga
 The Earth is formed out of debris around the solar protoplanetary disk.
 There are no fossils; only organic carbon
 Temperatures are extremely hot, with frequent volcanic activity and 

hellish-looking environments, with a mostly molten surface (hence the 
eon's name, which comes from Hades) and mass impacts.

 The original atmosphere is nebular. 
 Early ocean or bodies of liquid water. 
 The Moon is formed around this time; probably due to a protoplanet's 

collision into Earth.



Archean: 4.0 to 2.5 Ga 

 Archean: 4.0 to 2.5 Ga:
 The atmosphere is composed of volcanic and greenhouse gases (CO2).
 Bacterial mats in oceans; stromatolites
 Prokaryote life, the first form of life, emerges at the very beginning of 

this eon, in a process known as abiogenesis (life from inorganics). 
Prokaryotes are microscopic organisms belonging to the domains 
Bacteria and Archaea. (Eukarya, the third, contains all eukaryotes, 
including animals, plants, and fungi.) Bacteria and archaea are single-
celled, while most eukaryotes are multicellular.

 The first continents of Ur, Vaalbara and Kenorland may have existed 
around this time. 



Tectonic plates at 3 Ga

 Mantle convection, the process that drives plate tectonics, is a result of 
heat flow from the Earth's interior to the Earth's surface. It involves the 
creation of rigid tectonic plates at mid-oceanic ridges. These plates are 
destroyed by subduction into the mantle at subduction zones. 

 During the early Archean (about 4.0 Ga) the mantle was much hotter 
than today, so convection in the mantle was faster. 

 Plate tectonics would have gone faster too. It is likely that during the 
Hadean and Archean, subduction zones were more common, and 
therefore tectonic plates were smaller.



Continents, 4 Ga

 The initial crust, formed when the Earth's surface first solidified, totally 
disappeared from a combination of this fast Hadean plate tectonics and 
the intense impacts of the Late Heavy Bombardment. However, it is 
thought that it was basaltic in composition, like today's oceanic crust, 

 The first larger pieces of continental crust, which is a product of 
differentiation of lighter elements during partial melting in the lower 
crust, appeared at the end of the Hadean, about 4.0 Ga.

 What is left of these first small continents are called cratons. These 
pieces of late Hadean and early Archean crust form the cores around 
which today's continents grew.



Proterozoic: 2.5 Ga to 539 Ma

 The name of this eon means "early life". 
 Eukaryotes, a more complex form of life, emerge, including some forms of 

multicellular organisms. 
 Bacteria begin producing oxygen (cyanobacteria with photosynthesis; 

extinguishes all prior anaerobic life), shaping the third and current of Earth’s 
atmospheres. 

 Plants, later animals and possibly earlier forms of fungi form around this time. 
 The early and late phases of this eon may have undergone "Snowball Earth" 

periods, in which all of the planet suffered below-zero temperatures. 
 The early continents of Columbia, Rodinia and Pannotia, in that order, may 

have existed in this eon.



Avalon Explosion: 575 Ma in the Ediacaran period

 Multicellular life 33 M years before Cambrian – 270 species

 Post Cryogenian Period (720-635 Ma) – rock nutrients, mass blooms of 
cyanobacteria in oceans; more oxygen; then at 575 Ma, the Avalon 
Explosion

 560-575 Ma on Avalon peninsula, 1000s of Precambrian fossils; 
rangeomorphs with fractal branching growth; some organisms with 
trilateral and bilateral symmetry; muscles; sensory organs

 542 Ma: end of Ediacaran period



Phanerozoic Eon, 541-present; 
Paleozoic: 541 to 252 Ma: From Cambrian to Great Dying

 Cambrian: 541 to 485 Ma: evolutionary innovation – oxygen levels up; 
all major animals today developed in 1st 40 Ma years of Cambrian, incl. 
1st eye, calcified hard parts, flexible limbs; 1st predatory organisms; 
exoskeletons in arthropods

 Mass extinction at 488 Ma: Cambrian-Ordovician Extinction; oxygen 
crash; loss of trilobites



Paleozoic: 541 to 252 Ma

 Ordovician, 485-443: Great Ordovician Biodiversification Event for 40 M 
years; continental movement at 470 Ma: 1st fish; 6-meter Cameroceras 
cephalopod and Nautiloids; 1st land plants – took in so much CO2 that it 
led to ice age at 444 Ma

 Carboniferous, 359-298 Ma: atmospheric Oxygen up; swamps and 
dense forests



Paleozoic – 541-252 Ma

 Ordovician-Silurian Extinction Event – 86% of marine species die = 
Great Dying; 

 Silurian: 443-420 Ma: warming occurs, plants increase; 1st vascular 
plants like Cooksonia, 1st terrestrial fungi; 1st jawed fish; then drop in 
sea levels

 Devonian: 419-358 Ma: vertebrate fish take over seas; Placoderms 
(armored fish); 1st sharks; Dunkleosteus; arthropods on land -1st

insects; Trees – 1st terrestrial ecosystems; lobe-fin fish in shallows; at 
397 Ma, hauled themselves onto land; by 365, Ma tetrapods across 
entire globe



Paleozoic

 2 Phase Late Devonian Extinctions, 375-358 Ma: drop in oxygen levels 
in sea; trilobites disappear

 Carboniferous, 358-298 Ma: oxygen up; humid warm climate; 
arthropods get huge; Tetrapods start laying eggs with shells on land at 
340 Ma; formation of Pangaea – moisture could not reach inland – drop 
in humidity wipes out forests at 305 Ma (Carboniferous Rain Forest 
Collapse), replaced by giant desert mid continent; Tetrapods split into 
synapsids (stem mammals) and reptiles

 Permian, 299-251 Ma: Tetrapods spread across Pangaea; 1st large 
herbivores; then got hotter and drier; Gorgonopsids

 Permian-Triassic Extinction, 252 Ma: via volcanic activity and climate 
change; 96% of marine life and 70% of land animals extinguished



Phanerozoic: 538 Ma to present

 Complex life, including vertebrates, begin to dominate the Earth’s ocean 
in a process known as the Cambrian explosion. 

 Pangaea forms at 299 Ma (with desert at center) and later breaks up 
into Laurasia and Gondwana, which in turn dissolve into the current 
continents. 

 Gradually, life expands to land and familiar forms of plants, animals and 
fungi begin appearing, including worms, insects and reptiles, hence the 
eon’s name, which means "visible life". 

 Several mass extinctions occur, among which birds, the descendants of 
non-avian dinosaurs, and more recently mammals emerge. 

 Modern animals—including humans—evolve at the most recent phases 
of this eon.



Insects, 400 Ma

 The earliest fossils of insects have been found in Early Devonian rocks 
from about 400 Ma, which preserve only a few varieties of flightless 
insect. 

 The Mazon Creek lagerstätten from the Late Carboniferous, about 300 
Ma, include about 200 species, some gigantic by modern standards, 
and indicate that insects had occupied their main modern ecological 
niches as herbivores, detritivores and insectivores. 

 Social termites and ants first appeared in the Early Cretaceous, and 
advanced social bees have been found in Late Cretaceous rocks but 
did not become abundant until the Middle Cenozoic.

https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=400
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cenozoic


Insects

 10 Quintillion (18 zeros) insects today

 350 Ma: some giant insects; 28-inch dragonfly-like insect

 Arthropleura – 100 lb millipede

 Size related to oxygen at 35%; large size until about 305 Ma when 
oxygen reduced



385 Ma: When fish first breathed air

 Devonian, 419-358 Ma:

 385 Ma: 
Lobe-finned fish; Icthyostega at 364 Ma– like salamander; moved 

with front legs; 
Tiktaalick at 375 MA with stiff leg-like fins – classic transitional fossil;
All these had gill arches; big hole on face; primitive lungs developed; 

from swim bladders with blood vessels that supplied oxygen; 
eventually nostrils

 Drop of Oxygen in ocean; plants dying on land; added nutrients to 
ocean; algae blooms; eventually less atmospheric oxygen



When insects learned to fly

 Rhyniognatha Hirsti, 400 Ma – flying insect or centipede?
 Delitzschala bitterfeldensis: debate = 25 Ma – a mayfly
 Hexapoda gap, 380-325 Ma: few fossils
 Carboniferous: Flying insects take off
 2014 study: molecular clock – 406 Ma for Butterflies; 1st insect at 440 

Ma
 1st fossil wings: 325 Ma
 Wings: Origin as gill structures or as totally new structure
 No universally accepted theory



Hadean Eon: Hellish, 4.5 Ga

• The first eon in Earth's history, the Hadean, 4.5 Ga, begins with the 
Earth's formation and is followed by the Archean eon at 3.8 Ga. 

• The giant impact hypothesis for the Moon's formation states that 
shortly after formation of an initial crust, the proto-Earth was 
impacted by a smaller protoplanet the size of Mars (named Theia), 
which ejected part of the mantle and crust into space and created 
the Moon.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eon_(geology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giant_impact_hypothesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mantle_(geology)


Creation of the Earth

 In a process known as runaway accretion, successively larger 
fragments of dust and debris clumped together to form planets.

 Earth formed in this manner about 4.54 billion years ago and was 
largely completed within 10–20 million years.

 In June 2023, scientists reported evidence that the planet Earth may 
have formed in just three million years, much faster than the 10−100 
million years thought earlier



Creation of Earth

 The proto-Earth grew by accretion until its interior was hot enough to melt the 
heavy, iron metals. 

 Having higher densities than the silicates, these metals sank. This so-called 
iron catastrophe resulted in the separation of a primitive mantle and a 
(metallic) core only 10 million years after the Earth began to form, producing 
the layered structure of Earth and setting up the formation of Earth's 
magnetic field.

 This magnetic field protects our planet from cosmic radiation and from the 
charged particles emitted by our Sun



Hadean Epoch & Creation of Moon (4.5 Ga)



Hadean

• From crater counts on other celestial bodies, it is inferred that a period of 
intense meteorite impacts, called the Late Heavy Bombardment, began about 
4.1 Ga, and concluded around 4.0 Ga, at the end of the Hadean. 

• In addition, volcanism was severe due to the large heat flow and geothermal 
gradient (lower is hotter).

• Nevertheless, zircon crystals dated to 4.4 Ga show evidence of having 
undergone contact with liquid water, suggesting that the Earth already had 
oceans or seas at that time.

 Recent measurements of the chemical composition of Moon rocks suggest 
that Earth was born with its water already present.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crater_count
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Heavy_Bombardment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_flow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_gradient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_gradient


Hadean landscape with Moon in background



Birth of the Sky

 Hadean Epoch: 4.5 Ga – utterly desolate rock and volcanic activity; lava; 
meteors and asteroids bombarding from above; extremely hot; initially no 
atmosphere; UV radiation and solar radiation; inhospitable to life

 Much of the Earth was molten because of frequent collisions with other 
bodies which led to extreme volcanism. 

 Over time, the Earth cooled, causing the formation of a solid crust, and 
allowing liquid water on the surface. 

 Volcanic outgassing probably created the primordial atmosphere and then the 
ocean, but the early atmosphere contained almost no oxygen. Atmosphere = 
2000 degrees F 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crust_(geology)


Nova - Ancient Earth:  Birth of the Sky

 How did our familiar blue sky – the thin, life-giving band of gasses 
protecting our planet – come to be? 

 Earth’s current atmosphere: like skin thickness on an apple; 8000-mile 
diameter & 60 miles of atmosphere; composed of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen, ozone (which protects us from UV); insulates us from 
cold of space



Our blue 60-mile thick atmosphere



Atmosphere, 4.4 Ga

 Hadean earth: volcanic eruptions with multiple gases: carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, methane, water vapor = 1st atmosphere (their chemical 
fingerprints trapped in rocks)

 Dating via study of rocks: meteorites/chondrites at 4.5 Ga

 First atmosphere was likely orange haze via methane (and carbon 
monoxide, water vapor, nitrogen, cyanide). No oxygen. No liquid water 
yet.



Earth with hazy orange methane-rich prebiotic atmosphere



First water

 Today 71% of planet is water; 366 trillion galleons of water

 Most water is in rocks: Minerals have 18 x amount of water in oceans

 Moon Europa: is quarter of our size, but has 2 x as much water

 Original earth material: iron, silica, oxygen (most common element on 
planet due to reactivity) but not hydrogen



Water

 Origination of liquid water: Hydrogen and water vaper via minerals in 
asteroids and meteorites (chondrites); in Hadean, they melted when hit 
molten earth and accumulated in the mantle; and Hydrogen finally met 
Oxygen, forming water vapor gas which entered the high atmosphere

 4.4 Ga: earliest rocks had been in contact with ocean.

 Earth’s heat radiates out into space and a cooling begins. A deluge of rain 
begins to pour to surface. Oceans of superheated water. Key life ingredient.

 Original water is still constantly recycled.



Archean, 4 Ga

 By the beginning of the Archean, the Earth had cooled significantly.

 Present life forms could not have survived at Earth's surface, because the 
Archean atmosphere lacked oxygen hence had no ozone layer to block 
ultraviolet light.

 Nevertheless, it is believed that primordial life began to evolve by the early 
Archean, with candidate fossils dated to around 3.5 Ga. 

 Some scientists even speculate that life could have begun during the early 
Hadean, as far back as 4.4 Ga, surviving the possible Late Heavy 
Bombardment period in hydrothermal vents below the Earth's surface.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ozone_layer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrothermal_vents


Archean, 4 Ga

 4.0 Ga – Archean eon: Earth is now a water world.

 Origin of life– we do not know how, when or where life started yet.
 Theories: water + q way to harness energy

shallow rock pools with repeated wetting and drying – formation of 
molecule – precursor of RNA or DNA

Deep sea hyperthermal vent –hydrogen sulfide & CO2 reaction
Amino acids on meteorites
A genetic material enclosed in fatty bubble



Earth’s 2nd Atmosphere, 4 Ga

 In early models for the formation of the atmosphere and ocean, the 
second atmosphere was formed by outgassing of  volatiles from the 
Earth's interior.

Now it is considered likely that many of the volatiles were delivered 
during accretion by a process known as impact degassing in which 
incoming bodies vaporize on impact.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatile_(astrogeology)


4.0 Ga

The ocean and atmosphere would, therefore, have started to form even 
as the Earth formed. The new atmosphere probably contained water 
vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and smaller amounts of other gases.

The water must have been supplied by meteorites from the outer 
asteroid belt and some large planetary embryos from beyond 2.5 AU.
Comets may also have contributed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_vapor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_vapor


Ocean by 4.4 Ga

 As the Earth cooled, clouds formed. Rain created the oceans. Recent 
evidence suggests the oceans may have begun forming as early as 
4.4 Ga. By the start of the Archean eon, they already covered much of 
the Earth. 

 There was enough carbon dioxide and methane to produce a 
greenhouse effect. The carbon dioxide would have been produced by 
volcanoes and the methane by early microbes. It is hypothesized that 
there also existed an organic haze created from the products of 
methane creation that caused an anti-greenhouse effect as well. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-greenhouse_effect


3.8 Ga: First came anoxygenic photosynthesis

 Some organisms, including purple bacteria and green sulfur bacteria, 
use an anoxygenic form of photosynthesis that uses alternatives to 
hydrogen stripped from water as electron donors; examples are 
hydrogen sulfide, sulfur and iron. 

 Such extremophile organisms are restricted to otherwise inhospitable 
environments such as hot springs and hydrothermal vents.

 The simpler anoxygenic form arose about 3.8 Ga, not long after the 
appearance of life. 



Oxygen Revolution: photosynthesis

 The earliest cells absorbed energy and food from the surrounding 
environment. They used fermentation. Fermentation can only occur in 
an anaerobic (oxygen-free) environment..

 Most of the life that covers the surface of the Earth today depends 
directly or indirectly on oxygen from photosynthesis. The evolution of 
photosynthesis made it possible for cells to derive energy from the Sun

 The most common form, oxygenic photosynthesis, turns carbon dioxide, 
water, and sunlight into food. It captures the energy of sunlight in 
energy-rich molecules such as ATP, which then provide the energy to 
make sugars. To supply the electrons in the circuit, hydrogen is stripped 
from water, leaving oxygen as a waste product. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosynthesis


Oxygenic photosynthesis, 3.2-2.4 Ga, Earth’s 3rd Atmosphere

 Earth’s 3rd Atmosphere: The timing of oxygenic photosynthesis is more 
controversial; it had certainly appeared by about 2.4 Ga, but some put it 
back as far as 3.2 Ga. Among the oldest remnants of oxygen-producing 
lifeforms are fossil stromatolites.

 At first, the released oxygen in the ocean was bound up with limestone, 
iron, and other minerals. The oxidized iron appears as red layers in 
geological strata called banded iron formations that formed in 
abundance during the Siderian period (between 2.5 -2.3 Ga).

 When most of the exposed readily reacting minerals were oxidized, 
oxygen finally began to accumulate in the atmosphere. Though each cell 
only produced a minute amount of oxygen, the combined metabolism of 
many cells over a vast time transformed Earth's atmosphere to its 
current state. This was Earth's third atmosphere.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limestone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron


Ozone and the Oxygen Catastrophe

 Some oxygen was stimulated by solar ultraviolet radiation to form 
ozone, which collected in a layer near the upper part of the atmosphere. 
The ozone layer absorbed, and still absorbs, a significant amount of the 
ultraviolet radiation that once had passed through the atmosphere. It 
allowed cells to colonize the surface of the ocean and eventually the 
land: without the ozone layer, ultraviolet radiation bombarding land and 
sea would have caused unsustainable levels of mutation in exposed 
cells

 Photosynthesis had another major impact. Oxygen was toxic; much life 
on Earth probably died out as its levels rose in what is known as the 
Oxygen Catastrophe. Resistant forms survived and thrived, and some 
developed the ability to use oxygen to increase their metabolism and 
obtain more energy from the same food

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ozone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen_catastrophe


Life helped produce our atmosphere

 Early life existed in high temperatures and acidic conditions, tolerant of high 
UV radiation (no ozone layer yet), and no oxygen

 First life forms produced methane; Took in hydrogen, carbon dioxide; 
produced water and methane; methane entered atmosphere

 Evolution of life on earth is story of life producing our atmosphere; life can 
change a planet fundamentally; environment changing life and life changing 
the environment; produced blue, oxygen rich atmosphere of today

 3.8 Ga: earliest oceans are blue-green, full of dissolved iron, and carbon 
dioxide, making them acidic



Cyanobacteria: 3.5 Ga

There is suggestive evidence that photosynthetic organisms were 
present approximately 3.2 to 3.5 billion years ago, in the form of 
stromatolites, layered structures similar to forms that are produced by 
some modern cyanobacteria,

Earth's oxygen supply originated with cyanobacteria, tiny water-
dwelling organisms that survive by photosynthesis. In that process, 
the bacteria convert carbon dioxide and water into organic carbon 
and free oxygen = basis of animal life; for next several billion years

Byproduct of photosynthesis: oxygen – At first, the oxygen produced 
by cyanobacteria was sequestered in minerals and seawater. 

But between 2.4 and 2.5 billion years ago, cyanobacteria were 
producing enough oxygen to be stored in Earth's atmosphere



A new revolution: photosynthesis

 Geysers high in Andes are boiling water, acidic, lots of UV, but have 
thriving bacterial colonies = modern extremophiles (live in 122o C & well 
below freezing); hint at early life possibilities 

 Source of energy limits your growth

 Today, every drop of water contains 10s of 1000s of cells, incl. 
cyanobacteria -2000 types today



Photosynthesis

 Cyanobacteria originated ~3 Ga; stromatolites are colonies of 
cyanobacteria

 Changed fundamental basis of our atmosphere with unique way to 
produce energy: capture sunlight and use it to combine hydrogen from 
water with carbon dioxide in ocean which produces carbohydrates with 
very reactive waste byproduct, oxygen = photosynthesis



Cyanobacteria

 Cyanobacteria were the first, and only, organism to evolve oxygen-
producing photosynthesis

 Water as the fuel; the oceans as giant reservoir of oxygen production 
via cyanobacteria

 Oxygen producing photosynthesis- organisms shallowed cyanobacteria 
= algae;  algae became plants

 Emergence of large continental masses had massive effect on climate, 
triggering a near modern weather pattern



Cyanobacteria: completely
transformed the world



Earth is a Fire planet

 Earth is only planet with fire; sun, lava, lightning are not fire
 Fire requires life
 Fire originates at 2.4 Ga: post photosynthesis of O2 (dioxygen); Great 

Oxygenation Event; 1st O combined with iron oxide, rust; sank to bottom 
of ocean; created banded iron formation

 Fire is due to combustion: fuel + 02; releases water vapor and CO2; 
light and heat; best fuel = lots of C and Hydrogen = cellulose

 Evidence of life on land during Cambrian; Protaxities (giant fungal 
towers) – fossil charcoal of these – lightening hits = wildfires; no 
decomposition



Fire

 Carboniferous = golden age of wildfires = coal layers
 Increase in O2 (30% then): produces large arthropods – meter long 

scorpion; 100 lb millipede – dragon fly 50 cm wingspan; 
 Fires huge due to high oxygen; 100-meter high fires
 150 Ma = pines; adaptations to fire; 89 Ma = extra thick bark and 

consumption by fire for seed process; in response to amount of fire
 66 Ma post asteroid– layer of worldwide charcoal layer implies fire 

spread over planet; then grasslands; fire clears 



Proterozoic eon: 2.5 Ga

 The Proterozoic eon lasted from 2.5 Ga to 538.8 Ma ago. 
 In this time span, cratons grew into continents with modern sizes. 
 The change to an oxygen-rich atmosphere was a crucial development. 

Life developed from prokaryotes into eukaryotes and multicellular 
forms. 

 The Proterozoic saw a couple of severe ice ages called Snowball 
Earths. After the last Snowball Earth about 600 Ma, the evolution of life 
on Earth accelerated. 

 About 580 Ma, the Ediacaran biota formed the prelude for the Cambrian 
Explosion.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cratons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ediacaran_biota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambrian_Explosion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambrian_Explosion


Ancient Life – Life Rising

 4 Ga: Early Archean Eon: at first only a few volcanic basaltic islands in 
vast ocean; no continents (until 3.3 Ga); islands smashed to pieces by 
high tides from closer moon

 Origins of plate tectonics is highly controversial. Density differences in 
rocks with gravity pulling down heavier. Or asteroid hits may have 
triggered tectonics

 3.26 Ga: subducting plates brings water & O2 to interior, creating 
granite; 10% less dense than basalt and will rise higher; helps produce 
first landmasses 

 The arrival of plants on Earth – from ocean to the land
 Plants have transformed geology of planet, turning rock into soil



Oxygen

 3 Ga: oxygen being produced in ocean, but at first does not reach 
atmosphere due to its reactivity.

 A lot of dissolved iron and other metals in oceans with which oxygen 
reacted and bonded with: for half a billion years

 2.5 Ga: Rust forms from combo and sinks to ocean bottom
 Bands of banded iron sedimentary rock created – layers of iron 

precipitation on ocean bottom; iron in ocean begins to dimmish
 Great Oxidation Event: For few million years, oxygen escapes into 

atmosphere – completely changed environment and possibilities for life; 
new chemical possibilities

 Organisms that use oxygen are 19 x more efficient



Banded iron in rock layers



Fossils from Australia provide the first direct evidence that 
photosynthesis was happening at least 2.5 billion years ago.

 2.45 Ga: The Great Oxidation Event saw oxygen levels on Earth rise 
dramatically 

 Scientists collected fossils from Australia, Canada and the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and found the samples from Australia and Canada 
contained evidence of cyanobacteria, the oldest known lifeform on Earth. 
Scientists believe that cyanobacteria first emerged 2 to 3 billion years ago,

 The earliest direct evidence of photosynthesis has been discovered in fossils 
dating back to 1.75 billion years ago.





Great Oxidation Event

 The rise in atmospheric oxygen transformed life on Earth. It unlocked 
aerobic respiration for many lifeforms and increased the rate at which 
minerals weathered and provided nutrients to different environments.

 The exact biological and physical drivers of the Great Oxidation Event 
are deeply debated amongst scientists. 

 Though cyanobacterial photosynthesis is generally accepted as the key 
reason why oxygen concentrations increased, drivers like volcanic 
eruptions or a decreased level of iron in the oceans may have also 
played a part.



2.4 Ga: Effect of oxygen

 2.4 Ga: new atmospheric oxygen begins to react with iron in rocks and 
massive dust storms emerge; new minerals are created by addition of 
O2; interacted with copper, molybdenum, uranium, cobalt, etc.

 More acids created – nitric, sulfuric; dissolving rocks, weathering; 
metals became more abundant

 Nutrients flowed into ocean



Coevolution of life and geology

 2.3 Ga: Ox in air reacts with methane producing carbon dioxide and 
water and begins to create blue sky 

 And creates a new molecule, ozone (3 bonded Ox) which protects life 
from UV radiation

 Level of O2 will fluctuate for 2 billion years, reaching 21% today

 Pattern is now reverting by our pumping carbon dioxide into 
atmosphere



Correlates of Earth’s oxygen level:

 It is thought that the Earth's oxygen content has risen in stages: six or 
seven steps that are timed very closely to the development of Earth's 
supercontinents.

1. Continents collide
2. Supermountains form
3. Erosion of super mountains
4. Large quantities of minerals and nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

silicon nutrients are used by the tiny single-celled plants to grow); wash 
out to open ocean

5. Explosion of marine algae life (partly sourced from noted nutrients)
6. Mass amounts of oxygen produced during photosynthesis



Colonization of the land – Prokaryotes, 3 Ga

 Oxygen accumulation from photosynthesis resulted in the formation of 
an ozone layer that absorbed much of the Sun's ultraviolet radiation, 
meaning unicellular organisms that reached land were less likely to die, 
and prokaryotes began to multiply and become better adapted to survival 
out of the water. 

 Prokaryote lineages had probably colonized the land as early as 3 Ga 
even before the origin of the eukaryotes. For a long time, the land 
remained barren of multicellular organisms. The supercontinent Pannotia 
formed around 600 Ma and then broke apart a short 50 million years 
later. 

 Fish, the earliest vertebrates, evolved in the oceans around 530 Ma.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prehistoric_fish


2 Ga: “Boring Billion” (1.8 Ga to .8 Ga), Proterozoic

 Inhospitable ocean – little O2, high Sulphur; only cyanobacteria and  
lichens

 Stable temperature, no tectonics yet (mantle too hot, bound plates 
together in supercontinent)

 In reality, important period for beginnings of plate tectonics ( = 
subduction (creates mountains), seafloor spreading, volcano creation) –
eventually produced Himalayas (50 Ma), East African Rift Zone, Pacific 
Ring of fire)

 2.78 Ga, late Archean: supercontinents breaking apart, mountain 
building, metamorphism; but subduction was shallow, plates stayed 
shallower and softer; plates created from crust, creation of 
supercontinent Numa



Boring Billion

 Start of eukaryotic (have nucleus) life (1.7 Ga) following some 1 to 1.5 
billion years of prokaryotic evolution: Only microbes in ocean (low 
oxygen, high hydrogen sulfide) = most of the life was prokaryotic (no 
nucleus) = archea and cyanobacteria, purple and green sulfur bacteria

 At 750 Ma, beginning of real modern plate tectonics during breakup of 
Rodinia: plates began to really separate forming rift valleys and deep 
subduction zones, seafloor spreading with hyperthermal vents; more 
biodiversity with continental fragmentation



Emergence of Eukaryotes, 1.7 Ga

 Modern taxonomy classifies life into three domains. The time of their origin is 
uncertain. 
 The Bacteria domain probably first split off from the other forms of life 

(sometimes called Neomura), but this supposition is controversial. 
 Soon after this, by1.7 Ga, the Neomura split into the Archaea and the Eukaryota.

 Eukaryotic cells (Eukaryota) are larger and more complex than prokaryotic cells 
(Bacteria and Archaea).

 The earliest fossils possessing features typical of fungi date to the Paleoproterozoic
era, some 2.4 Ga ago; these multicellular benthic (ocean bottom) organisms had 
filamentous structures capable of anastomosis (cross channeling).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonomy_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neomura
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleoproterozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benthic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anastomosis


1.6-billion-year-old fossils push back origin of multicellular life by 
tens of millions of years

 The first prokaryotes, or microscopic single-celled organisms without a 
distinct nucleus, likely emerged by 3.9 billion years ago. But it wasn't 
until 1.65 billion years ago that the first single-celled eukaryotes, the 
group that includes all plant and animal life on Earth, showed up in the 
fossil record in sediments from northern China and northern Australia.

 This new study shows that Q. magnifica appeared relatively shortly after 
that, suggesting that the branch of eukaryotes acquired multicellularity 
early in its evolutionary history.



Multicellular organisms arose 
earlier than scientists 
previously thought. The 
fossils, of what may be an 
ancient type of photosynthetic 
alga, are the oldest known 
multicellular eukaryotes, a 
group of organisms that 
contains a clearly defined 
nucleus full of packaged 
DNA.
The fossils date back more 
than 1.6 billion years, which 
is around 70 million years 
earlier than scientists 
previously thought 
multicellularity arose



Evolution of soil, 2 Ga

 Before the colonization of land there was no soil, a combination of 
mineral particles and decomposed organic matter. 

 Land surfaces were either barren rock or shifting sand produced by 
weathering (rock dissolution, then erosion). Water and dissolved 
nutrients would have drained away very quickly. 

 Films of cyanobacteria (which are not plants but use the same 
photosynthesis mechanisms) have been found in modern deserts in 
areas unsuitable for vascular plants. 

 This suggests that microbial mats may have been the first organisms to 
colonize dry land, possibly in the Precambrian. Mat-forming 
cyanobacteria could have gradually evolved resistance to desiccation 
as they spread from the seas to intertidal zones and then to land.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weathering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vascular_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intertidal_zone


Plants reach land via symbiosis, 1 Ga-500 Ma

 1 Ga: landmasses with minerals with nutrients like potassium and 
phosphorus

 Marine algae in shallow coastal waters; use of photosynthesis –
sunlight energy combined with water & carbon dioxide and produce 
oxygen and glucose; algae use chloroplasts which have chlorophyl 
(green color)

 Algae take up residence in fresh water; at 500 Ma, begin move to land; 
develop waxy coating (prevents drying out, but makes it more difficult to 
absorb nutrients)



Plants reach land

 Rhynie chert at 200 Ma – reveals algae stems combined with fungi

 Fungi arrived on land 100s of millions of years before plants; used organic 
acids on their filaments to penetrate rock; fungi got sugars from plants, plants 
got nutrients broken down from rocks by fungi



Proto-mitochondrion, 1.5 Ga

 Around this time, the first proto-mitochondrion was formed. 

 A bacterial cell which had evolved to metabolize oxygen, entered a larger 
prokaryotic cell, which lacked that capability. Perhaps the large cell attempted 
to digest the smaller one but failed (possibly due to the evolution of prey 
defenses). The smaller cell may have tried to parasitize the larger one. In any 
case, the smaller cell survived inside the larger cell. Using oxygen, it 
metabolized the larger cell's waste products and derived more energy

 The larger cell could not survive without the energy produced by the smaller 
ones, and these, in turn, could not survive without the raw materials provided 
by the larger cell.

 Smaller cells are classified as organelles called mitochondria.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-mitochondrion


Photosynthetic cells

 A similar event occurred with photosynthetic cyanobacteria entering 
large heterotrophic cells and becoming chloroplasts.

 Probably as a result of these changes, a line of cells capable of 
photosynthesis split off from the other eukaryotes more than 1 billion 
years ago. There were probably several such inclusion events. 

 Archaeans, bacteria, and eukaryotes continued to diversify and to 
become more complex and better adapted to their environments. Each 
domain repeatedly split into multiple lineages. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosynthetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyanobacteria


1.1 Ga: single cells, then multicellular

 Around 1.1 Ga, the plant, animal, and fungi lines had split, though they 
still existed as solitary cells. Some of these lived in colonies, and 
gradually a division of labor began to take place; for instance, cells on 
the periphery might have started to assume different roles from those in 
the interior.

 Around 1 billion years ago, the first multicellular plants emerged, 
probably green algae. Possibly by around 900 Ma true multicellularity 
had also evolved in animals. 

 At first, it probably resembled today's sponges.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_algae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sponge


Supercontinents, 1.3 Ga

 A Precambrian supercontinent, named 'Pangaea I'. It was renamed 'Rodinia’
(meaning “motherland”) in 1990. 

 Supercontinent that assembled 1.26–0.90 billion years ago and broke up 
750–633 million years ago.

 Rodinia formed at c. 1.23 Ga by accretion and collision of fragments 
produced by breakup of an older supercontinent, Columbia, assembled by 
global-scale 2.0–1.8 Ga collisional events.

 Rodinia broke up with its continental fragments reassembled to form Pannotia
633–573 million years ago

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pannotia


Breakup of Rodinia, circa 800 Ma

 The extreme cooling of the global climate around 850–635 million years 
ago (the so-called Snowball Earth of the Cryogenian period). 

 One theory is that the glaciation was triggered by the evolution of large 
cells, and possibly also multicellular organisms, that sank to the seabed 
after dying. This would have sucked CO2 out of the atmosphere, 
weakening the greenhouse effect and thus lowering global 
temperatures. 

 The rapid evolution of primitive life during the subsequent Ediacaran 
and Cambrian periods are thought to have been triggered by the 
breaking up of Rodinia or to a slowing down of tectonic processes

 The causes of supercontinent assembly and dispersal are thought to be 
driven by convection processes in Earth's mantle

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryogenian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Period_(geology)
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20327161-200-dawn-of-the-animals-solving-darwins-dilemma/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20327161-200-dawn-of-the-animals-solving-darwins-dilemma/


On the land – 1 Ga – 700 Ma

 Several hundred million years ago, plants (probably resembling algae) and fungi 
started growing at the edges of the water, and then out of it. 

 The oldest fossils of land fungi and plants date to 480–460 Ma, though molecular 
evidence suggests the fungi may have colonized the land as early as 1000 Ma and 
the plants 700 Ma. 

 Initially remaining close to the water's edge, mutations and variations resulted in 
further colonization of this new environment. 

 The timing of the first animals to leave the oceans is not precisely known: the oldest 
clear evidence is of arthropods on land around 450 Ma, perhaps thriving and 
becoming better adapted due to the vast food source provided by the terrestrial 
plants. 

 There is also unconfirmed evidence that arthropods may have appeared on land as 
early as 530 Ma.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algae


History of Ice on Earth

 In 1864, James Croll, a Scottish jack-of-all-trades who had taught himself 
physics, proposed that periodic changes in Earth’s orbit change the amount 
of sunshine reaching the planet at various times of the year. Less sunshine in 
winter, he argued, would lead to snow accumulating. As ice sheets began to 
grow, the Earth would reflect more heat, amplifying the effect of the orbital 
changes and leading to ice ages.

 Unlike Croll, Milankovitch focused on how orbital changes affect the amount 
of summer sunshine in the far north. Colder winters make no difference to ice 
sheet growth, he reasoned, but colder summers do. If the snow that falls 
during winter does not melt completely in the summer, ice sheets will grow; 
when summer melting gains the upper hand, ice sheets will shrink. 

 The tilt of Earth’s axis increases and decreases every 41,000 years, making 
summers hotter and winters colder. Sometimes changes to 100,000 years



History of Ice
 The planet seems to have three main settings: 

 “greenhouse”, when tropical temperatures extend to the poles and there are no 
ice sheets at all

 “icehouse”, when there is some permanent ice, although its extent varies greatly;
 “snowball”, in which the planet’s entire surface is frozen over
 overall reason behind ice ages: the gradually falling levels of CO2 in our 

atmosphere. 
 A coherent story. Ice sheets build up until they near the brink of stability, at which 

point a modest rise in summer sunshine is enough to tip them over the edge. As the 
ice sheets melt, fresh water is released into the Atlantic, shutting down ocean 
circulation and pumping CO2 into the atmosphere. As long as the combined effect 
of extra summer sunshine and rising CO2 outweighs the regional cooling produced 
by the shutdown of ocean circulation, the ice keeps melting, pouring more fresh 
water into the Atlantic. And the melting of a really large ice sheet keeps ocean 
circulation shut down for a long time, eventually pumping so much CO2 into the 
atmosphere that the ice sheets melt away in just a few thousand years.



Oxygenated fully-frozen Snowball Earth with no remaining liquid 
surface water.

There are three periods of the 
past that are generally 
suspected to have been 
Snowball Earth events: 
the Huronian glaciation (~2.4-
2.1 billion years ago), 
the Sturtian glaciation (~720-
660 million years ago), and 
the Marinoan glaciation (~645-
635 million years ago).



First Snowball Earth, 2.2 Ga

 The natural evolution of the Sun made it progressively more luminous during 
the Archean and Proterozoic eons; the Sun's luminosity increases 6% every 
billion years. As a result, the Earth began to receive more heat from the Sun 
in the Proterozoic eon. However, the Earth did not get warmer.

 Instead, the geological record suggests it cooled dramatically during the early 
Proterozoic. Glacial deposits found in South Africa date back to 2.2 Ga, at 
which time, based on paleomagnetic evidence, they must have been located 
near the equator. Thus, this glaciation, known as the Huronian glaciation,
may have been global. Some scientists suggest this was so severe that the 
Earth was frozen over from the poles to the equator, a hypothesis called 
Snowball Earth.

 Triggered by a 250-million-year lull in volcanic activity, which would have 
meant less carbon dioxide being pumped into the atmosphere, and a reduced 
greenhouse effects

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminosity
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20227073-800-volcanic-shutdown-may-have-led-to-snowball-earth/


Snowball Earth

 The Huronian ice age might have been caused by the increased oxygen 
concentration in the atmosphere, which caused the decrease of 
methane (CH4) in the atmosphere. 

 Methane is a strong greenhouse gas, but with oxygen it reacts to form 
CO2, a less effective greenhouse gas.

 When free oxygen became available in the atmosphere, the 
concentration of methane could have decreased dramatically, enough 
to counter the effect of the increasing heat flow from the Sun.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Oxygenation_Event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Oxygenation_Event


Late Proterozoic climate and life, 716 Ma

 The end of the Proterozoic saw at least two Snowball Earths, so severe 
that the surface of the oceans may have been completely frozen. 

 This happened about 716.5 and 635 Ma, in the Cryogenian period. 
Most paleoclimatologists think the cold episodes were linked to the 
formation of the supercontinent Rodinia.

 Because Rodinia was centered on the equator, rates of chemical 
weathering increased and carbon dioxide (CO2) was taken from the 
atmosphere. Because CO2 is an important greenhouse gas, climates 
cooled globally.



Ancient Earth: Frozen, 850 Ma

 850 Ma: single supercontinent of Rodinia – no plants or animals; living 
bacterial mats (prokaryotic Cyanobacteria, also known as blue-green 
algae) in coastal waters = extent of life on earth for 3 B years)

 Eventually giant cells above the mats  = Eukaryotes (evolved over a 
billion years); ancestors of all plants and animals

 Prokaryotes = simple bacteria

 Eukaryotes carry DNA in a nucleus; also have organelles



Geology & Biology

 Story of life is story of our planet’s changing geology; life and rocks 
have co-evolved; totally interconnected and interdependent; geology & 
biology

 Epic geological event on Rodinia changes life forever: tectonic 
movement (1-2 inches per year); 800 Ma Rodinia began to divide



Bacterial mats



Eukaryotes



Fossilized eukaryotes



Snowball Earth,  717 Ma

 Division of Rodinia caused increased rocky nutrients (minerals), to flow 
into oceans, enriching eukaryotes; more complex life

 Eukaryotes developed new spiny structures = first evidence of predation 
in fossil record

 What was eating them? Similar to testate amoebe of today that drill 
holes in bacteria

 700 Ma: in central Rodinia – molten rock covers 800 K sq miles around 
the tropics; cools into basalt; basalt breaks down much quicker than 
granite; forms carbonates, producing more carbon dioxide; location of 
basalt was in tropics with lots of rainfall pumping more carbon dioxide 
into atmosphere, cooling the earth over millions of years 



New more defensive forms of eukaryotes



Snowball Earth

 717 Ma: Snowball Earth begins: Ice forms first at poles
 Why did cooling turn into runaway deep freeze? Various theories: new 

lifeforms captured more CO2; volcanic gases created more sulphury acid 
which reflects sunlight

 Ice albedo effect – more ice, more sun reflection, more cooling down
 Ice covers entire planet
 Evidence: Drop stones: When ice sheets melt, rocks at bottom of glaciers, 

drop to ocean bottom and get incorporated into rock layers; they are found all 
over the world

 Continuing life: Cryoconite is powdery windblown dust made of a combination 
of small rock particles, soot and microbes. Melts snow below it forming 
pockets of life – fungi, micro-animals. Eukaryotic life survived. In croconite 
holes, hot springs, caves, deep oceans



Drop rocks: evidence of Snowball Earth



Snowball Earth thawing

 640 Ma: After 50 M years of ice, Earth thaws: Plate tectonics and 
volcanism continue over millions of years. Increases carbon dioxide in 
atmosphere, trapping heat, warming the earth. Intense chemical 
weathering. Thawing begins. Water vapor release acted as greenhouse 
gas. 

 How long is debated (1000 years to 1 M years).
 Normal process of rock weathering pulls CO2 from the atmosphere, 

cooling temperature. But ice cover shuts off this process.
 Turbulent time: massive amount of water released – 600 feet sea level 

rise every decade; acid rain; 120o F at equator – freeze to fry period; 
glaciers removed 2 miles of material below them (removing evidence of 
what occurred)



Effects of great thaw, 634 Ma

 Geological mystery of Great Unconformity: in Grand Canyon = 500 M 
year old rock sits on top of 3 G year old rock; 2.5 B years missing in 
stratigraphy; via glacier erosion during Snowball earth?

 More than a vertical mile of earth (billion billion tons) eroded
 634 Ma: This amount of ground up rock enters the oceans increasing 

nutrients for ocean life, esp. algae which have massive blooms and 
increased photosynthesis and oxygen; more shallow marine habitats; 
increase in oxygen and phosphorus and more time create setting for 
major eukaryotic evolution

 550 Ma: First truly complex, non-microscopic, lifeforms, the Ediacaran
revolution; fossil record of movement; sponges are only survivors of this 
period



Grand Canyon Unconformity – Biblical Flood or Snowball Earth



Great Unconformity



Great Unconformity: age difference between strata

 Great Unconformity: age difference 
between strata; usually by erosion

 Grand Canyon: toward bottom, 
sandstone rock layer on top of Great 
unconformity (Cambrian, 500 Ma), then 
Great Unconformity, and then below 
shist (1.75 Ga)

 Rodinia from 1.3 Ga to 900 Ma; started 
breakup ~750 Ma; Snowball Earth 760-
635 Ma; 



Erosion

 Breakup of Rodinia: tectonic uplift from 850 to 680 Ma due to 
fragmenting supercontinents; several kms of rock lifted up and then 
eroded; a global erosion that created Great Unconformity

 Erosion captured large amounts of CO2 resulting in global cooling and 
Snowball Earth

 2018 study: great unconformity helped start Snowball Earth
 2019 study argues opposite; Snowball Earth glaciers caused Great 

Unconformity by grinding away continental crust stripping a billion years 
of strata

 This strata ended up in ocean as increased nutrients which formed 
basis of explosion of Ediacaran biota



Snowball Earth



Snowball Earth

 The term Snowball Earth is more commonly used to describe later 
extreme ice ages during the Cryogenian period (720–635 Ma). 

 There were four periods, each lasting about 10 million years, between 
750 and 580 million years ago, when the Earth is thought to have been 
covered with ice apart from the highest mountains, and average 
temperatures were about −50 °C (−58 °F). 

 The snowball may have been partly due to the location of the 
supercontinent Rodinia straddling the Equator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryogenian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rodinia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator


Snowball Earth

 Carbon dioxide combines with rain to weather rocks to form carbonic acid, 
which is then washed out to sea, thus extracting the greenhouse gas from the 
atmosphere

 When the continents are near the poles, the advance of ice covers the rocks, 
slowing the reduction in carbon dioxide, but in the Cryogenian the weathering 
of Rodinia was able to continue unchecked until the ice advanced to the 
tropics. 

 The process may have finally been reversed by the emission of carbon 
dioxide from volcanoes or the destabilization of methane gas hydrates.

 According to the alternative Slushball Earth theory, even at the height of the 
ice ages there was still open water at the Equator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_hydrates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slushball_Earth


Emergence of animals, 750 Ma

 Animals are multicellular eukaryotes, and are distinguished from plants, 
algae, and fungi by lacking cell walls. 

 Animal cells are enclosed in a more flexible cell membrane. All animals 
are motile.

 All animals except sponges have bodies differentiated into separate 
tissues, including muscles, which move parts of the animal by 
contracting, and nerve tissue, which transmits and processes signals. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_wall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tissue_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muscle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_system


Animals

 In November 2019, researchers reported the 
discovery of Caveasphaera, a multicellular 
organism found in 609-million-year-old rocks, that 
is not easily defined as an animal or non-animal, 
which may be related to one of the earliest 
instances of animal evolution. Developed distinct 
tissue layers and organs

 Fossil studies of Caveasphaera had animal-like 
embryonic development; studies suggesting that 
animal evolution may have begun about 750 
million years ago.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caveasphaera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_evolution


580 Ma

 The earliest widely accepted animal fossils are the rather modern-
looking cnidarians (the group that includes jellyfish, sea anemones and 
Hydra), possibly from around 580 Ma.

 The Ediacaran biota, which flourished for the last 40 million years 
before the start of the Cambrian, were the first animals more than a very 
few centimeters long. Many were flat and had a "quilted" appearance, 
and seemed so strange that there was a proposal to classify them as a 
separate kingdom, Vendozoa.

 Others, however, have been interpreted as early molluscs (Kimberella), 
echinoderms (Arkarua), and arthropods (Spriggina, Parvancorina). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cnidaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jellyfish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_anemone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydra_(genus)
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=580
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambrian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollusca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kimberella
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Echinoderm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arkarua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthropod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spriggina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parvancorina


Ediacaran: 635-539 Ma

 The Ediacaran marks the first widespread appearance of complex 
multicellular fauna following the end of  Snowball Earth.

 Now-extinct, relatively simple soft-bodied animal phyla such as
Proarticulata (bilaterians with simple articulation, e.g. Dickinsonia and 

Spriggina), 
Petalonamae (sea pen-like animals, e.g. Charnia), Aspidella (radial-

shaped animals, e.g. Cyclomedusa) and 
Trilobozoa (animals with tri-radial symmetry, e.g. Tribrachidium). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicellular
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fauna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft-bodied_organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proarticulata
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilaterian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dickinsonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spriggina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petalonamae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_pen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charnia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspidella
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclomedusa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilobozoa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetry_in_biology#Subtypes_of_radial_symmetry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribrachidium


Ediacaran

 Most of these organisms appeared ~575 million years ago and died out 
during the End-Ediacaran extinction event 539 million years ago.

 Forerunners of some modern animal phyla also appeared during this 
period, including cnidarians (jellyfish) and early bilaterians such as 
Xenacoelomorpha, as well as mollusc-like Kimberella. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/End-Ediacaran_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cnidarian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenacoelomorpha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollusc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kimberella


Ediacaran: 635-539 Ma

 The fossil record from the Ediacaran Period is sparse, as more easily 
fossilized hard-shelled animals had yet to evolve. The Ediacaran biota 
include the oldest definite multicellular organisms (with specialized 
tissues), the most common types of which resemble segmented worms, 
fronds, disks, or immobile bags. 

 Hard-bodied organisms with mineralized shells or endoskeletons, which 
can be fossilized and preserved, were yet to evolve and would not 
appear until the superseding Cambrian Explosion some 35 million years 
later. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicellular_organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineralized_tissue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exoskeleton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endoskeleton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil


Ediacaran period (635 and 542 MYA): Metazoan animals that 
were bags. No mouth, no gut and no anus. No enemies.

Arose after end of Snowball earth glaciations & increase in global oxygenation



Ediacaran organisms

Spriggina

Charnia

Aspidella

Trilobozoa

Dickinsonia



Edicarian seascape



Edicarian



Very rare fossil Icarian organisms



Dickinsonia, 500 Ma



Dickinsonia

 Dickinsonia: up to 1.4 meter-long blob

 Study found cholesteroids in fossils meaning it was an animal

 2020 study: from 650 to 635, environment filled with algae, the food for 
Dickinsonia

 Cause for disappearance of Ediacaran biota is unknown



Cambrian, 539 – 485 Ma

 The Cambrian marked a profound change in life on Earth: prior to the 
Cambrian, the majority of living organisms on the whole were small, unicellular
and simple (Ediacaran fauna and earlier Tonian Huainan biota being notable 
exceptions).

 Complex, multicellular organisms gradually became more common in the 
millions of years immediately preceding the Cambrian, but it was not until this 
period that mineralized – hence readily fossilized – organisms became 
common.

 The rapid diversification of lifeforms in the Cambrian, known as the Cambrian 
explosion, produced the first representatives of most modern animal phyla.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicellular_organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ediacaran_biota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huainan_biota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicellular_organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambrian_explosion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambrian_explosion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylum


Cambrian, 539 – 485 Ma

 Phylogenetic analysis has supported the view that before the Cambrian 
radiation,  animals evolved monophyletically from a single common 
ancestor: flagellated colonial protists similar to modern 
choanoflagellates. 

 Although diverse life forms prospered in the oceans, the land is thought 
to have been comparatively barren – with nothing more complex than a 
microbial soil crust and a few molluscs and arthropods (albeit not 
terrestrial) that emerged to browse on the microbial biofilm.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phylogenetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monophyly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choanoflagellates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_soil_crust


Cambrian

 The Cambrian explosion was a period of rapid multicellular growth.

 Most animal life during the Cambrian was aquatic. 

 No land plant (embryophyte) fossils are known from the Cambrian.

 However, biofilms and microbial mats were well developed on Cambrian tidal 
flats and beaches 500 mya, and microbes forming microbial Earth 
ecosystems, comparable with modern soil crust of desert regions, contributing 
to soil formation.

 Trilobites were once assumed to be the dominant life form at that time, but this 
has proven to be incorrect. Arthropods were by far the most dominant animals 
in the ocean. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embryophyte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilobite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthropod


Cambrian

 While the early Cambrian showed such diversification that it has been 
named the Cambrian Explosion, this changed later in the period, when 
there occurred a sharp drop in biodiversity. 

 About 515 million years ago, the number of species going extinct 
exceeded the number of new species appearing. 

 In contrast to later periods, the Cambrian fauna was somewhat 
restricted; free-floating organisms were rare, with the majority living on 
or close to the sea floor;



Cambrian Revolution: 539 – 485 Ma 
• In 40 M years:

• All animal phyla appeared
• 75% still with us
• No new phyla since
• All used olfaction
• No complex behavior before
• After, complex sensory systems, especially in predators
• Movement beyond just reaction to stimuli
• Then ability to learn, ability to predict, ability to control
• Cambrian bloodbath of predator eating predator that probably 

supplied the selective force necessary for the evolution of the first 
brains.

• Development of olfactory navigational system, which could map 
spatial valences, lead to an arms race between predators and prey



Wonderful Life: Burgess Shale & Nature of History
- Stephen Jay Gould, 1989

The Burgess Shale is a fossil-bearing deposit exposed in 
the Canadian Rockies of British Columbia, Canada; north of 
Banff, off of Highway 1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Rockies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Columbia


Evolution’s Big Bang = Cambrian Explosion: The blood bath 
– first arms war; Predation requires nervous systems

Anomalocaris: up to 2 meters

Bilaterians: bilateral animals — body plans that have a left and right 
side, a top and bottom, and a mouth and anus. Mostly predators.

Hallucigenia: teethy smiling worm



Anomalocaris during Cambrian



Anomalocaris



First fossil arthropod discovery with neural network: 520 MYA

Ma et al., Current Biology,2015



Arthropod 
Tree



530 Ma – Arrival of predation

 Most initial aquatic animals were soft bodied, attached to ground; have 
senses; often filter feeding

 530 Ma: arrival of jellyfish
 Anemones were equipped to kill jellyfish
 Jellies were first animal to escape seabed and become mobile; and 

move to big blue ocean which had no existing predators
 521-252 Ma: Trilobites with armor as external skeleton: 1 of first 

arthropods; could become impenetrable ball; 80% of all modern animals 
(insects, spiders, crabs) related to this species 

 Their enemies: Anomalocaris (“abnormal shrimp”): first apex predator –
very fast; & later Orthoceras – 18-foot nautiloid



Trilobites first appeared 
during the Cambrian 
period (521 Ma) and 
ended at end Permean 
(252 Ma). Trilobites were 
among the most 
successful of all early 
animals, existing in 
oceans for almost 270 
million years, with over 
22,000 species having 
been described. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilobites


Trilobite



Trilobite size: 2 inch to 2 ft



Trilobite variations



Trilobite



Trilobites



Orthoceras: 18-foot cephalopod: The T-Rex of the Ordovician, 
490-443 Ma was a cephalopod nautiloid 



Orthoceras 



Orthoceras 



Eurypterid Sea Scorpions: 460 – 248 Ma 



Giant Ammonite, 180 -145 Ma 



Cephalopods

 468 Ma: dominated by cephalopods (ancestors of octopus); largest had 
a towering shell 8 meters long (Cameroceras); can use sight and touch 
with tenacles

 Arandaspis, 480 Ma: jawless fish; oldest known vertebrate with a 
backbone; ancestor of all amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and birds



Arandaspis: vertebrate fish, 480 Ma, first backbone?



Cambrian was dominated by arthropods



Invasion of the Land

 500 Ma: For most of Earth’s history, land had been inhospitable to life. A 
desolate realm; more like moon landscape. 

 From beneath the waves, 1 curious lifeform emerged = Lichen. A 
combination of fungi and algae. Ground baking. As they spread, 
filaments broke down rock and created first soil.

 Then came microplants like moss. Carpeting the land. Ruled land alone 
for 40 million years

 Next revolution was compound lignon which strengthened plants cell 
walls, allowing them to grow bigger and stronger; trees: battled for real 
estate above; fighting for access to light

 Redwoods are tallest living things, at 100 meters, to have ever existed.



470 Ma: 1st plants; 370 Ma: Leaves

 470 Ma: first plants on land; for 80 M years, no leaves, roots; restricted to 
being near water

 430 Ma: first vascular plant; could lift above ground; had photosynthetic 
green stems with chlorophyl; had spores; compared to plants with leaves 
which capture 200% more sunlight

 390 Ma: microphylls with leaves with single vein
 375 Ma: CO2 took a dive by 90% by 350 MA  which resulted in 2 minor ice 

ages that wiped out 75% of ocean species
 350 Ma: Rise of real leaves (megaphylls) linked to this CO2 decline; number 

of stomatas thru which they take in CO2 significantly increased; as well as 
treelike form

 Feedback loop: Climate (CO2 drop) changed how plants evolved and in turn 
plants changed climate (trapped more carbon leading to mass extinction)



Biggest Extinctions start at 444 Ma

 The first of five great mass extinctions was the Ordovician-Silurian 
extinction (444 Ma). Its possible cause was the intense glaciation of 
Gondwana, carbon sequestration, which eventually led to a Snowball 
Earth. 60% of marine invertebrates became extinct and 25% of all 
families. = 86%

 The second mass extinction was the Late Devonian extinction (360 
Ma), probably caused by the evolution of trees, which could have led to 
the depletion of greenhouse gases (like CO2) or the eutrophication of 
water (accumulation of nutrients with algae blooms and oxygen drops), 
with severe cooling. 75% of all species became extinct.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordovician-Silurian_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordovician-Silurian_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowball_Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Devonian_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eutrophication


Great Dying

 The third mass extinction was the Permian-Triassic, or the Great Dying, 
252 Ma, event was possibly caused by some combination of the 
Siberian Traps volcanic event, an asteroid impact, methane hydrate
gasification, ocean acidification, and a major anoxic event.

 This was by far the deadliest extinction ever, with about 57% of all 
families and 83% of all genera killed. = 96%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Dying
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siberian_Traps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane_clathrate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anoxic_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genus


Extinctions

 The fourth mass extinction was the Triassic-Jurassic extinction event
(200 Ma) in which almost all synapsids and archosaurs became extinct, 
probably due to global warming and new competition from dinosaurs. = 
80%

 The fifth and most recent mass extinction was the Cretaceous-
Paleogene (K-Pg) extinction event. In 65 Ma, a 10-kilometer (6.2 mi) 
asteroid struck Earth just off the Yucatán Peninsula—somewhere in the 
southwestern tip of then Laurasia—where the Chicxulub crater is today..
75% of all life, including the non-avian dinosaurs, became extinct. 
Predated by significant increase in volcanism.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triassic-Jurassic_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synapsids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archosaurs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cretaceous-Paleogene_extinction_event
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicxulub_crater


There have been many more mass extinctions (~160)



How plants caused first mass extinction

 Cambrian, 535 Ma: no plants on land except microbial mats of 
cyanobacteria and fungi

 Caused increase in coldness and draining of Ox from oceans at 450 
Ma, end Ordovician extinction event, 1st of big 5

 First land plants: Plant spore fossils from 452 Ma and 470 Ma; but 
molecular clock dates them to 515 Ma for 1st land plants; nonvascular, 
mosslike, algae or liverwort, with waxy coverings



Plants

 These clung to rock (cryptogamic cover) and weathered it producing 
phosphorus, potassium, & iron run offs 

 Phosphorus following into ocean sediment cause massive algae 
blooms; algae decay produces anoxic conditions which buries carbon 
(black shale), cooling the atmosphere (dating to late Ordovician, 485 
Ma for 44 M years)

 Volcanic activity also increased during this period



Ordovician–Silurian extinction events (End Ordovician): 
445–444 Ma, 

•Two events occurred that killed off 27% of all families, 57% of all genera 
and 85% of all species. 

•Second-largest of the five major extinctions in Earth’s history in terms of 
percentage of genera that became extinct.

 460 to 430 million years ago mass extinction - Straddling the late 
Ordovician period and the early Silurian period –

 1-2 punch: 1st = CO2 drop, cooling, the Andean-Saharan ice age’
 2nd = temp went back up, killing off cold adapted sea life; 80% death in 

oceans (corals, trilobites) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordovician%E2%80%93Silurian_extinction_events
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megaannum
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19826601-700-the-ordovician-lifes-second-big-bang/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18618-high-carbon-ice-age-mystery-solved/


Ordovician–Silurian extinction events

Controversy: In May 2020, studies suggested that the causes of the 
mass extinction were global warming, related to volcanism, and anoxia, 
and not, as considered earlier, cooling and glaciation. However, this is 
at odds with numerous previous studies, which have indicated global 
cooling as the primary driver. 

Most recently, the deposition of volcanic ash has been suggested to be 
the trigger for reductions in atmospheric carbon dioxide leading to the 
glaciation and anoxia observed in the geological record. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcanism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypoxia_(environmental)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glaciation


445 Ma

 445 Ma: World’s First Mass Extinction: sea began to freeze; shallow 
seas became frozen graveyard. Fatal freeze caused by 60% drop in 
carbon dioxide (warming gas). Planet enters massive ice age, Snowball 
Earth, for 200 K years. At peak 50% of earth covered with ice; 85% of 
all life went extinct.

 Tropical coastal seas gone; only survivors in deeper ocean, i.e. nautili's 
– below 600 meters rarely changes temperature; cephalopods thrived –
evolved without shells into every size and shape

 Only 10% of fish today live in the dark deep ocean



Dunkleosteus, 382 Ma

 374 Ma: 70 million years after Great Melt, the Devonian;  vertebrates 
made their move

 Dunkleosteus: 382–358 million years ago. It was a 9 meter pelagic fish 
with jaws and armor inhabiting open waters, and one of the first apex 
predators of any ecosystem; reigned for 20 million years

 Demise of Dunkleosteus: 2nd Mass extinction: Sudden surge in ocean 
nutrients caused massive plankton increase; thick soup rotted 
massively reducing oxygen; many species suffocated and coastlines 
filled with the dead; 80 percent of marine life went extinct

 Nutrients came from land plants – the greening of planet earth



Dunkleosteus, 382 Ma



Current Phanerozoic Eon, 539 Ma

 The Phanerozoic is the current eon on Earth, which started 
approximately 539 Ma. 3 eras: The Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic;
the time when multi-cellular life greatly diversified into almost all the 
organisms known today.

 The Paleozoic ("old life") era was the first and longest era of the 
Phanerozoic eon, lasting from 538.8 to 251.9 Ma. During the Paleozoic, 
many modern groups of life came into existence. Life colonized the land, 
first plants, then animals. Two major extinctions occurred. 

 The continents formed at the break-up of Pannotia and Rodinia at the 
end of the Proterozoic slowly moved together again, forming the 
supercontinent Pangaea in the late Paleozoic.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pangaea


Mesozoic & Cenozoic

 The Mesozoic ("middle life") era lasted from 252 Ma to 66 Ma. It is 
subdivided into the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods. 

 The era began with the Permian–Triassic extinction event, the most 
severe extinction event in the fossil record; 95% of the species on Earth 
died out. It ended with the end Permian extinction that wiped out the 
non-avian dinosaurs.

 The Cenozoic ("new life") era began at 66 Ma, Mammals, birds, 
amphibians, crocodilians, turtles, and lepidosaurs survived the 
extinction event that killed off the non-avian dinosaurs and many other 
forms of life, and this is the era during which they diversified into their 
modern forms.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event


Cenozoic, 66 Ma

 For first 10 million years, desolate world; open ecological niches

 Modern animals appear in the Cenozoic: Ungulate mammals, 
carnivorous creodons, earliest primates

 55-34 Ma, Eocene: warmed up, a thermal maximum; largest snake at 
13 meters; giant turtles 

 49 Ma: got colder: Azolia plant in Artic took up 50% of CO2; 45 groups 
of mammals disappeared



Cenozoic
 Oligocene, 33-23 Ma: 

old world monkeys; ice age in Europe; 
1st appearance of grasslands; ruminants develop with extra stomach; 
1st new world monkeys at 26 Ma in S America

 Miocene, 23-5 Ma: Himalayas, Pyrenes, Alps begin; first apes – Proconsul; 
grasslands spread

 13 Ma: orangutans spit, 10 Ma gorillas, 7 Ma chimps and humans

 Pliocene, 5- 2.5 Ma: Australopithecus at 4 Ma; Homo at 2.8 Ma

 Quaternary, 2.5 Ma-present: cooling, megafauna



Colonization of land, 488 Ma
 Adaptation to life on land is a major challenge: all land organisms need 

to avoid drying-out and all those above microscopic size must create 
special structures to withstand gravity; respiration and gas exchange
systems have to change; reproductive systems cannot depend on water 
to carry eggs and sperm towards each other.

 Although the earliest good evidence of land plants and animals dates 
back to the Ordovician period (488 to 444 Ma), and a number of 
microorganism lineages made it onto land much earlier, modern land 
ecosystems only appeared in the Late Devonian, about 385 to 359 Ma.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Respiration_(physiology)
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https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=385%E2%80%93359


Life on land; bacteria and fungus first

 In May 2017, evidence of the earliest known life on land may have 
been found in 3.48-billion-year-old geyserite and other related mineral 
deposits (often found around hot springs and geysers) uncovered in the 
Pilbara Craton of Western Australia.

 In July 2018, scientists reported that the earliest life on land may have 
been bacteria living on land 3.2 billion years ago.

 In May 2019, scientists reported the discovery of a fossilized fungus, 
named Ourasphaira giraldae, in the Canadian Arctic, that may have 
grown on land a billion years ago, well before plants were living on land.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geyserite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geyser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilbara_Craton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Australia


Land invertebrates, 490 Ma

 The oldest animal with evidence of air-breathing, although not being the 
oldest myriapod fossil record, is Pneumodesmus, an archipolypodan
millipede from the Early Devonian, about 414 Ma. 

 However, some earlier trace fossils from the Cambrian-Ordovician 
boundary about 490 Ma are interpreted as the tracks of large 
amphibious arthropods on coastal sand dunes, and may have been 
made by euthycarcinoids.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pneumodesmus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archipolypoda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millipede
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devonian
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=414
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=490
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphibian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dune


Insects, ~480 Ma

 Insects originated at about the same time terrestrial plants appeared. 
 Insects are thought to have evolved from a group of crustaceans. The 

first insects were flightless, but about 400 Ma ago one lineage of insects 
evolved flight, the first animals to do so.

 The earliest confirmed fossils of flying insects date from the Late 
Carboniferous, but it is thought that insects developed the ability to fly 
earlier in the Early Carboniferous or even Late Devonian. This gave 
them a wider range of ecological niches for feeding and breeding, and a 
means of escape from predators and from unfavorable changes in the 
environment. 

 About 99% of modern insect species fly or are descendants of flying 
species.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecological_niche


485 Ma - Silurian

 Filter feeding Graptolites became motile
 15 recurrent extinctions; no Ox at bottom of ocean; high hydrogen 

sulfide; 95% of graptolites disappear in mid Silurian
 No plants on land
 Supercontinent Gondwana near South Pole; massive dust storms



Plants, 476 Ma

 Life on land requires plants to become internally more complex and 
specialized: photosynthesis is most efficient at the top; roots extract 
water and nutrients from the ground; and the intermediate parts support 
and transport.

 Spores of land plants resembling liverworts have been found in Middle 
Ordovician rocks from 476 Ma. Middle Silurian rocks from 430 Ma
contain fossils of true plants, including clubmosses; most were under 
3.9 in high, and some appear closely related to vascular plants, the 
group that includes trees.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marchantiophyta
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=476
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wenlock_(Silurian)
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=430
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycopodiopsida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vascular_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree


420-359 Ma, Devonian: Plants

 Plants at first are moss like (470 Ma); newer small plant at 407 Ma consisting 
of wood that held water; stomata to absorb CO2

 Wood developed 5 different times as way to keep plants hydrated in dry 
areas

 30-meter fernlike Archaeopteris at 385 Ma, one of first modern trees; had 
roots, wood, seeds; roots created more soil which allowed for meandering 
rivers; 

 CO2 began to decline, leading to mass extinction in oceans at end of 
Devonian



Fernlike 30 meter tree: Archaeopteris

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeopteris
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3 Rules of life on Earth

 3 – Geology of the earth never stays stable; geological change is constant
and  both helps and hinders life on the plant
Supercontinents and tectonic plate movements
Volcanoes have been one of greatest agents for biological change; 

eruptions that last 1000s to millions of years; toxic gas releases, causing 
climate change; producing mass extinctions

Climate challenges include fire, ice, toxic seas and atmosphere, endless 
rain periods; ice sheets; global waste lands

Geological changes have triggered significant biological evolution. The two 
are fundamentally interlaced.

Global mass extinction events =  75%+ of life have been extinguished at 
least five major times and multiple minor times



Eons

 The Hadean eon represents the time before a reliable (fossil) record of life; it 
began with the formation of the planet and ended 4.0 billion years ago. 

 The following Archean and Proterozoic eons produced the beginnings of life
on Earth and its earliest evolution. 

 The succeeding eon is the Phanerozoic, divided into three eras: 
Paleozoic, an era of arthropods, fishes, and the first life on land
Mesozoic, which spanned the rise, reign, and climactic extinction of the 

non-avian dinosaurs; 
Cenozoic, which saw the rise of mammals. 

 Recognizable hominins emerged at most 2 million years ago, a vanishingly 
small period on the geological scale. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proterozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abiogenesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phanerozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palaeozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesozoic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cenozoic


4 Major Geological Eras – A quick tour
Hadean: 4.54-4.0 Ga

 Hadean Eon: 4.54-4.0 Ga
 The Earth is formed out of debris around the solar protoplanetary disk.
 There are no fossils; only organic carbon
 Temperatures are extremely hot, with frequent volcanic activity and 

hellish-looking environments, with a mostly molten surface (hence the 
eon's name, which comes from Hades) and mass impacts.

 The original atmosphere is nebular. 
 Early ocean or bodies of liquid water. 
 The Moon is formed around this time; probably due to a protoplanet's 

collision into Earth.



Archean: 4.0 to 2.5 Ga 

 Archean: 4.0 to 2.5 Ga:
 The atmosphere is composed of volcanic and greenhouse gases (CO2).
 Bacterial mats in oceans; stromatolites
 Prokaryote life, the first form of life, emerges at the very beginning of 

this eon, in a process known as abiogenesis (life from inorganics). 
Prokaryotes are microscopic organisms belonging to the domains 
Bacteria and Archaea. (Eukarya, the third, contains all eukaryotes, 
including animals, plants, and fungi.) Bacteria and archaea are single-
celled, while most eukaryotes are multicellular.

 The first continents of Ur, Vaalbara and Kenorland may have existed 
around this time. 



Tectonic plates at 3 Ga

 Mantle convection, the process that drives plate tectonics, is a result of 
heat flow from the Earth's interior to the Earth's surface. It involves the 
creation of rigid tectonic plates at mid-oceanic ridges. These plates are 
destroyed by subduction into the mantle at subduction zones. 

 During the early Archean (about 4.0 Ga) the mantle was much hotter 
than today, so convection in the mantle was faster. 

 Plate tectonics would have gone faster too. It is likely that during the 
Hadean and Archean, subduction zones were more common, and 
therefore tectonic plates were smaller.



Continents, 4 Ga

 The initial crust, formed when the Earth's surface first solidified, totally 
disappeared from a combination of this fast Hadean plate tectonics and 
the intense impacts of the Late Heavy Bombardment. However, it is 
thought that it was basaltic in composition, like today's oceanic crust, 

 The first larger pieces of continental crust, which is a product of 
differentiation of lighter elements during partial melting in the lower 
crust, appeared at the end of the Hadean, about 4.0 Ga.

 What is left of these first small continents are called cratons. These 
pieces of late Hadean and early Archean crust form the cores around 
which today's continents grew.



Proterozoic: 2.5 Ga to 539 Ma

 The name of this eon means "early life". 
 Eukaryotes, a more complex form of life, emerge, including some forms of 

multicellular organisms. 
 Bacteria begin producing oxygen (cyanobacteria with photosynthesis; 

extinguishes all prior anaerobic life), shaping the third and current of Earth’s 
atmospheres. 

 Plants, later animals and possibly earlier forms of fungi form around this time. 
 The early and late phases of this eon may have undergone "Snowball Earth" 

periods, in which all of the planet suffered below-zero temperatures. 
 The early continents of Columbia, Rodinia and Pannotia, in that order, may 

have existed in this eon.



Avalon Explosion: 575 Ma in the Ediacaran period

 Multicellular life 33 M years before Cambrian – 270 species

 Post Cryogenian Period (720-635 Ma) – rock nutrients, mass blooms of 
cyanobacteria in oceans; more oxygen; then at 575 Ma, the Avalon 
Explosion

 560-575 Ma on Avalon peninsula, 1000s of Precambrian fossils; 
rangeomorphs with fractal branching growth; some organisms with 
trilateral and bilateral symmetry; muscles; sensory organs

 542 Ma: end of Ediacaran period



Phanerozoic Eon, 541-present; 
Paleozoic: 541 to 252 Ma: From Cambrian to Great Dying

 Cambrian: 541 to 485 Ma: evolutionary innovation – oxygen levels up; 
all major animals today developed in 1st 40 Ma years of Cambrian, incl. 
1st eye, calcified hard parts, flexible limbs; 1st predatory organisms; 
exoskeletons in arthropods

 Mass extinction at 488 Ma: Cambrian-Ordovician Extinction; oxygen 
crash; loss of trilobites



Paleozoic: 541 to 252 Ma

 Ordovician, 485-443: Great Ordovician Biodiversification Event for 40 M 
years; continental movement at 470 Ma: 1st fish; 6-meter Cameroceras 
cephalopod and Nautiloids; 1st land plants – took in so much CO2 that it 
led to ice age at 444 Ma

 Carboniferous, 359-298 Ma: atmospheric Oxygen up; swamps and 
dense forests



Paleozoic – 541-252 Ma

 Ordovician-Silurian Extinction Event – 86% of marine species die = 
Great Dying; 

 Silurian: 443-420 Ma: warming occurs, plants increase; 1st vascular 
plants like Cooksonia, 1st terrestrial fungi; 1st jawed fish; then drop in 
sea levels

 Devonian: 419-358 Ma: vertebrate fish take over seas; Placoderms 
(armored fish); 1st sharks; Dunkleosteus; arthropods on land -1st

insects; Trees – 1st terrestrial ecosystems; lobe-fin fish in shallows; at 
397 Ma, hauled themselves onto land; by 365, Ma tetrapods across 
entire globe





Arthropods, 445 Ma

 Other trace fossils at ~445 Ma probably represent land invertebrates, 
and there is clear evidence of numerous arthropods on coasts and 
alluvial plains about 415 Ma, including signs that some arthropods ate 
plants.

 Arthropods were well pre-adapted to colonizing land, because their 
existing jointed exoskeletons provided protection against desiccation, 
support against gravity and a means of locomotion that was not 
dependent on water.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alluvial_plain
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=415
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preadaptation


430 Ma: Prototaxites

 90% of plants today depend on fungi in the soil
 430 Ma: Prototaxites – 26-foot-tall fungal towers; real plants were only 

few inches tall
 400 Ma, Devonian: soil makes plants capable of living further from 

water
 Soil = 1 teaspoon contains more organisms than 8 billion people on 

planet; 20,000 varieties in US; built by fungi and bacteria working on 
biological matter with sand and clay; no soil at 470 Ma; early fungi did 
not need soil

 Plants began making soil using roots and fungal partners, and decay 
from their deaths



Prototaxites - 26-foot-tall fungal towers



Lichens, 423 Ma

 Lichens, which are symbiotic combinations of a fungus and one or more 
photosynthesizers (green algae or cyanobacteria), are also important 
colonizers of lifeless environments, and their ability to break down rocks 
contributes to soil formation where plants cannot survive. 

 The earliest known ascomycete fungus fossils date from 423 to 419 Ma
in the Silurian.

 Soil formation would have been very slow until the appearance of 
burrowing animals, which mix the mineral and organic components of 
soil and whose feces are a major source of organic components.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lichen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbiosis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedogenesis
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=423%E2%80%93419
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silurian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feces


Evolution of the Tetrapods, 380 Ma

 Around 380 to 375 Ma, the first tetrapods evolved from fish.
 Fins evolved to become limbs that the first tetrapods used to lift their heads 

out of the water to breathe air. This would let them live in oxygen-poor water, 
or pursue small prey in shallow water. They may have later ventured on land 
for brief periods. Eventually, some of them became so well adapted to 
terrestrial life that they spent their adult lives on land, although they hatched 
in the water and returned to lay their eggs. This was the origin of the 
amphibians.

 Tetrapods, vertebrates with four limbs, evolved from other lobe-finned fishes 
over a relatively short timespan during the Late Devonian (370 to 360 Ma).

 The early groups were predator amphibians. They retained aquatic, fry-like 
tadpoles, a system still seen in modern amphibians. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrapod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphibian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrapod
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=370%E2%80%93360


Amphibians, 370 Ma

 About 20 million years later (340 Ma), the amniotic egg evolved, which 
could be laid on land, giving a survival advantage to tetrapod embryos. 
This resulted in the divergence of amniotes from amphibians.

 Another 30 million years (310 Ma) saw the divergence of the synapsids
(including mammals) from the sauropsids (including birds and reptiles). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amniotic_egg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amniote
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synapsid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sauropsid


Tetrapods, 363 Ma

 From the 1950s to the early 1980s it was thought that tetrapods evolved 
from fish that had already acquired the ability to crawl on land, possibly 
in order to go from a pool that was drying out to one that was deeper. 

 However, in 1987, nearly complete fossils of Acanthostega from about 
363 Ma showed that this Late Devonian transitional animal had legs
and both lungs and gills, but could never have survived on land: its 
limbs and its wrist and ankle joints were too weak to bear its weight; its 
ribs were too short to prevent its lungs from being squeezed flat by its 
weight; its fish-like tail fin would have been damaged by dragging on the 
ground. 

 The current hypothesis is that Acanthostega, which was about 1 meter 
(3.3 ft) long, was a wholly aquatic predator that hunted in shallow water.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acanthostega
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=363
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transitional_fossil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gill


Late Devonian lobe-finned fish and amphibious tetrapods



363 Ma: Acanthostega: legs and both lungs and gills, but could 
never have survived on land

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acanthostega
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gill




Amphibians

 Some of the fossils after this gap look as if the animals which they 
belonged to were 
early relatives of modern amphibians, all of which need to keep their 

skins moist and to lay their eggs in water, 
while others are accepted as early relatives of the amniotes, whose 

waterproof skin and egg membranes enable them to live and breed 
far from water.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amniote


Limb evolution in Devonian tetrapodomorphs from pectoral fins 
to forelimbs. Origin of pentadactyl limb



Homology (similarity of structure)

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Evolution_pl.png

The pentadactyl limb   
   is ancestral to all
     vertebrates…



Rise of Amniotes

 The rise of amniotes marked a turning point in Earth’s biological history, 
providing the first vertebrates capable of leading fully terrestrial life 
cycles, and their advent is one of the most critical developments in 
vertebrate evolution, marking the shift from amphibious tetrapods bound 
by the constraints of an aquatic or moist environment to truly land-
adapted animals.

 329-323 Ma: climate getting drier; scale trees replaced by tree ferns; by 
300 Ma equatorial coal forests were dying out, as well as number of 
amphibians; then amniotes arise and diversify (eggs, scales vs drying)



Amniotes

 299 Ma: Drier conditions: The Carboniferous Rainforest Collapse may 
have paved the way for amniotes to become dominant over 
amphibians. After the collapse, drier landscapes advantaged amniotes
which could lay eggs on land

 Amniotes, whose eggs can survive in dry environments, probably 
evolved in the Late Carboniferous period (330 to 299 Ma).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carboniferous_Rainforest_Collapse


Amniotes, 330-299 Ma

 The earliest fossils of the two surviving amniote groups, synapsids
(stem mammals) and sauropsids (all amniotes more closely related to 
modern reptiles than to mammals; & birds), date from around 313 Ma.

 The synapsids are the most common and largest land vertebrates in the 
best-known Permian (299 to 252 Ma) fossil beds. 

 However, at the time these were all in temperate zones at middle 
latitudes, and there is evidence that hotter, drier environments nearer 
the Equator were dominated by sauropsids and amphibians.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synapsid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sauropsid
https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=313


Archaeothyris, basal synapsid, 306 Ma



Synapsid (stem mammal) to Mammals

Protoclepsydrops to Archaeothyris to Clepsydrops to Dimetrodon to Procynosuchus 
to Thrinaxodon to Morganucodon to Yanoconodon.



Carboniferous, 359-299 Ma

 Plants terraformed bare rock into living matter. Plants reduced CO2 in 
atmosphere by 25%. Plants need CO2 as food. 

 With drop in CO2, plants, which previously got CO2 via stomata, evolved 
leaves to absorb more CO2 and have more photosynthesis.

 Today oceanic phytoplankton algae produce 50% of oxygen on planet.



Carboniferous

 390-370 Ma: war for sunlight space leads to plant evolution of wood for 
height; forests of Archaeopteris – 100 feet tall, with fern like leaves

 350 Ma: Carboniferous; in south, ice sheets form, but hot and wet at 
equator; huge deltas with vast swamp forests, with 160-foot lycopod 
scale trees; this rapid plant growth would have removed massive 
amounts of CO2 from atmosphere;

 These trees did not decompose readily, locking in the CO2 into what 
becomes geological coal layer. Locked away 100 billion tons per year



Tree crisis: no decomposition

 By the Late Devonian, at 370 Ma, abundant trees such as 
Archaeopteris bound the soil so firmly that they changed river systems 
from mostly braided to mostly meandering.

 Trees in this period did not decompose; holding onto their CO2. 

 Nothing could break down lignin, the strongest substance in tree cell 
walls. When a tree died, it just sank into the swamp where it grew. 

 The group of fungi known as "white rot fungi" evolved the ability to 
break down lignin at about 300 Ma.

https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=370
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeopteris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braided_river
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meander


Lack of tree decomposition produced extinction crisis

• This massive tree increase caused the "Late Devonian wood 
crisis" at 359 Ma because it removed more carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere, reducing the greenhouse effect and thus 
causing an ice age in the Carboniferous period.

• This did not repeat in later ecosystems, since the carbon 
dioxide "locked up" in undecomposed wood was finally 
returned to the atmosphere by decomposition of dead wood.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ice_age
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carboniferous


Roots

The increasing depth of plants' roots led to more washing of 
nutrients into rivers and seas by rain. T

his caused algal blooms whose high consumption of oxygen 
caused anoxic events in deeper waters, increasing the 
extinction rate among deep-water animals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algal_bloom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anoxic_event


Carboniferous: CO2, 300 Ma

300 Ma: Over millions of years global CO2 levels plummeted 
causing global cooling and increased ice expanses (25 % of 
land masses); in South, forests die off en masse

But over 60 M years of Carboniferous, plate tectonics had 
created a supercontinent; and about 300 Ma, most of swamp 
areas dry up and cease creation of coal (from all those dead 
trees)); 

Volcanoes belched CO2 and planet warmed up, and glaciers 
melted, and plant life exploded again



Plants

All rainforest plants turned into peat on demise, then into coal, 
which is filled with their spores

Plants dominate the world in next 200 million years. We are a 
plant planet.



Fish

 Today: 30,000 species of fish; 40 x more than cephalopods

 Backbone give speed and power; jaws give them bite

 400 Ma: sharks emerged – senses detect prey from 100s of meters 
away; almost perfect predator

 Sharks in the 100s can team push coral fish groups into shallow coastal 
waters



Plants and insects – 345 Ma

 400,000 species of plants today – most visible sign of life on the planet
 345 Ma: The first animals to ever set foot on land were the arthropods, 

with hard exoskeleton
 Oxygen was 60% higher than today; forests were fern
 Arthropleura, the largest millipede to ever walk the Earth. 2 ½ meters 

long. Virtually blind. Demise from aridity increase and vertebrate 
increase

 Arthropods = 80% of all current animal species; segmented body plan

 Insects: Today 1 billion insects per person; most abundant animal on 
earth; dragonflies =  100s of millions of years



Arthropleura, 326 Ma-290 Ma; 2 1/2 meters



Tetrapods

 Lobe finned fish: 380 Ma - crawled out of the water; ability to breathe air 
via primitive lungs;  but not first on land

 “Fishapod”: 375 Ma – scales, primitive lungs, flat head

 4 limbed Tetrapods: 365 Ma



Neil Shubin: Your inner fish - Tiktaalik
 375 Ma - prior, only fish; after, animals 

that walked
 Discovered near north pole: flat 

headed fish, with eyes on top
 Tiktaalik: perfect transitional form from 

fish to amphibian
 Oxygen-poor shallow-water habitats 
 First tetrapod



375 Ma: Tiktaalik, a 8.8 foot fish with scales, limb-like fins, 
primitive lungs, flat head: a predecessor of Tetrapods. Flat, 
crocodile shaped predators; unclear if ancestor or cousin



Transition from water to land

 All land animals are tetrapods

 Old idea: fish came on land with fins 
& then developed legs; now think that 
fish first developed gills, fish-like tail, 
and paddle shaped fins while in the 
water (Acanthostega, 370 Ma)  



Not March of Progress: Qikiqtania wakei – discovered next to 
Tiktaalik

Had walkable fins but reverted to fish fins; 
Went back into ocean



Recurring pattern leading to extinctions

 Silicate weathering: Rain falling on silicate minerals like granite 
removes CO2; speeds up when its warmer, drawing down more CO2; 
this weathering is Earth’s normal method to regulate Earth’s CO2 and 
temperature

 Recurrent pattern: Weathered carbon ends up in ocean, along with 
phosphates; life in Cretaceous oceans exploded, incl. plankton blooms; 
when they died, decomposition consumed more Ox; for 500 Ka = 
Ocean Anoxic event; produced black shale layer; 27% of invertebrates 
went extinct; goodbye Ictiasaurs

 Same process as end Permian at 252 Ma (81% extinction in oceans; 
goodbye trilobites)



2nd - Late Devonian Extinction, 372-359 Ma

•Late Devonian extinctions: 372–359 Ma. The Late Devonian 
was an interval of high diversity loss, concentrated into two 
extinction events. 

•The largest extinction was the Kellwasser Event about midway 
through the Late Devonian. This extinction annihilated coral reefs 
and numerous tropical benthic (seabed-living) animals such as 
jawless fish, brachiopods, and trilobites. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Devonian_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megaannum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kellwasser_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coral_reef
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benthic_zone


End Devonian

•Another major extinction was the Hangenberg Event (Devonian-
Carboniferous, or D-C, 359 Ma), which  brought an end to the 
Devonian as a whole. This extinction wiped out the armored 
placoderm fish and nearly led to the extinction of the newly 
evolved ammonoids. 

•These two closely-spaced extinction events collectively 
eliminated about 19% of all families, 50% of all genera and at 
least 70% of all species. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hangenberg_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Placodermi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonoidea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genera


Age of amphibians, 300 Ma

Age of amphibians: today 8,000 species – newts, frogs, 
salamanders, toads – esp. in swamplands

300 Ma: Carboniferous; Pangaea land mass; drier; amphibians 
struggled; but one developed amiotic egg with shell – hold 
embryo without drying out = Amniotes; could colonize drier 
lands; ancestors of all reptiles, dinosaurs, mammals, and birds



Amniotes

 252 Ma: 60 million after amniotes developed, they spread to all of  
Pangaea: 2 lines = reptiles and mammals

 Scutosaurus, a one-ton primitive reptile was among the largest animals 
on land; first giant plant eaters on planet



Scutosaurus, 265-252 Ma



Inferno, 252 Ma

 252 Ma, end Permian Extinction: 

 Pangaea on 1 side of world; ocean on other; pre-conifer trees, 
gorgonopsians (saber-toothed therapsids), insects, beetles, trilobites

 Northern Pangaea: Siberian Traps volcanics for 2 M yrs = (700 K cubic 
miles of lava; equal to covering US with 300 yards deep basalt) (= to 1 
Krakatoa eruption every year for 300 K years). 



252 Ma, end Permian Extinction: 

 Phase 1 = flows for 300,000 years.

 The Siberian Traps were the primary cause of the Permian–Triassic 
extinction event; initiated the most severe extinction event in the 
geologic record. 

 Pangaea = 30 percent of the surface of the Earth or about 57.5 million 
square miles. 

 Mass extinction of 90 % of life over few hundred years.



End Permian: Murder on Orient Express: multiple killers

 End Permian: Murder on Orient Express: multiple killers:

 Overheating of planet: Volcanic gases: Sulphur dioxide (reflects 
sunlight; cools for short period) & carbon dioxide (greenhouse gas; 
heats for long period; warmer, more acidic oceans)

 Coral reefs as thermometer; algae blooms overuse of Ox; deprives 
other organisms of Ox



End Permian: The Great Dying

 Phase II: so much lava on top, that magma went laterally and began 
burning the coal layers and salt layers; eventually massive miles high 
eruptions, releasing CO2 and salt fumes with halogen which devastates 
ozone layer producing massive dose of UV (fossil tree pollen grains 
support this; indicate pollen was sterilized); temperatures increase up 
by 22 degrees F

 In oceans: less Ox, algae blooms, increased temperature (14-18 
degrees), acidification; almost all marine life extinguished

 Worst extinction in Earth history. The Great Dying.



3rd - Permian-Triassic/End Permian Extinction, 252 Ma

Permian–Triassic extinction event (End Permian): 252 Ma, at 
the Permian–Triassic transition. Phanerozoic Eon's largest 
extinction killed 53% of marine families, 84% of marine genera, 
about 81% of all marine species and an estimated 70% of 
terrestrial vertebrate species. This is also the largest known 
extinction event for insects.

The trilobite, became extinct. 

The evidence regarding plants is less clear, but new taxa 
became dominant after the extinction. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megaannum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triassic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phanerozoic_Eon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilobite


Great Dying

The "Great Dying" had enormous evolutionary significance: 

On land, it ended the primacy of early stem mammal 
synapsids. The recovery of vertebrates took 30 million years, 
but the vacant niches created the opportunity for archosaurs
(ancestors of birds and crocodiles) to become ascendant. 

 In the seas, the percentage of animals that were sessile
(unable to move about) dropped from 67% to 50%. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synapsid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synapsid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecological_niche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archosaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archosaur#Archosaurian_domination_in_the_Triassic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sessility_(motility)


End Permian: 3rd Extinction, 252 Ma

 Early rise of reptiles and mammals were interrupted by Permian 
monumental volcanic eruptions in northern Pangaea. Raged for 100 K 
years; devastation was unprecedented - millions of square kms 
covered with lava. And toxic gases produced acid rain which killed off 
plants

 Volcanoes released 6x more CO2 than today’s levels = 10 degree 
increase in temperature; oceans warmed and acidified; oxygen 
decreased

 252 Ma: largest Mass extinction in earth history = 90% of species 
extinguished



Permian–Triassic extinction event (End Permian): 252 Ma

 An apocalyptic graveyard

 Perfect for fungi - became dominant lifeform on earth for few thousand 
years

 Lystrasaurus, who burrowed and lived in caves, survived. 1 species 
represented 75% of all vertebrate life on land; only time a single animal 
was this pervasive. 251 to 201 Ma

 On Pangaea, temperatures spike to 60o Celsius (140o F); sandstorms; 
dunes create largest desert ever to exist; but lizards and insects 
survived on periphery.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event


Amniotes: mammals

 Lystrosaurus: pig sized vegetarian early 
Mammal; most populous mammal of his
period, 251-201 Ma

 Gorgonopsid: 11 foot, 300 kilo saber tooth
therapsid



New Earth, 250 Ma

 250 Ma: Early Triassic: Very hot (up to 120-140o F on 
land;100o in ocean); Pleuromeia trees and cockroaches 
survive; no corals for next 14 M years; millions of years to 
cool planet

 Conodonts, ammonoids, crinoids, bryozoa and green algae
experienced high extinction rates during the CPE. 

 Other organisms radiated and diversified during the interval, 
such as dinosaurs, calcareous nannofossils, corals and 
conifers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conodont
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonoid
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2 Million years of rain

 234-232 Ma: 18 M years after end Permian, there was a 2-million year period 
of global rain on the planet (sandstone/mudstone in dolomite evidence all 
over world) = Carnian Pluvial Episode - 55 inches of rain per year; new plants 
& dawn of dinosaurs

 Then abundance of dinos; rain produced giant plants = food supply; wet 
forests; ferns replaced by woody plants

 235 Ma = burst of volcanos in north = Wrangelian eruptions; plants took up 
half of CO2 in atmosphere; wetter atmosphere

 Produced the conifers 



Mesozoic, 252 Ma-66 Ma, age of reptiles

 Pangaea had merged

 Triassic, 252-201 Ma: Ictasaurus in oceans; archosaur reptiles on land; 
first dinosaurs by 243 Ma, the Saurischians; division at 230 Ma into 
Sauropods and Theropods; flying dinos by 210 Ma

 201 Ma: N America breaks away from Pangaea and temperature goes 
up; End Triassic Extinction 

 Jurassic, 201-145 Ma: Ornithischians; and insect-eating therasids 
become mammals; 150 Ma first stem birds, the Paravians



Mesozoic

Cretaceous, 145-66 Ma: 
flowers at 130 Ma; 
conifer forests; 
T Rex, Duck Bills, Ankylosaurs; largest dinos of all time

Decan Traps in India, some of largest volcanic activities at 66 
Ma and then the Asteroid = K-PG Extinction



Triassic: Age of the Reptiles, 248 Ma

 248 Ma: some reptiles grew to epic proportions
 Erythrosuchid: 8-16 foot archosauromorphs; apex predator of its time; 

helped to eradicate mammalian Lystrasaurus

 Today: 10,000 species of reptiles, including komodo dragons (poison 
prevents blood clotting in victims)



230-130 Ma

Around 230 Ma, dinosaurs split off from their reptilian ancestors.

 The Triassic–Jurassic extinction event at 200 Ma spared many of 
the dinosaurs, and they soon became dominant among the 
vertebrates. 

 Though some mammalian lines began to separate during this 
period, existing mammals were probably small animals resembling 
shrews.



Flying dinos and flowers

The boundary between avian and non-avian dinosaurs is not 
clear, but Archaeopteryx, traditionally considered one of the 
first birds, lived around 150 Ma.

The earliest evidence for the angiosperms (flowering plants) 
evolving flowers is during the Cretaceous period, some 
20 million years later (130 Ma).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeopteryx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowering_plant


Flowering Plants, 130 Ma

 The first flowering plants appeared around 130 Ma.

 The 250,000 to 400,000 species of flowering plants outnumber all other 
ground plants combined, and are the dominant vegetation in most 
terrestrial ecosystems.

 There is fossil evidence that flowering plants diversified rapidly in the 
Early Cretaceous, from 130 to 90 Ma, and that their rise was associated 
with that of pollinating insects.

https://geoltime.github.io/?Ma=130%E2%80%9390
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollination


Archaeopteryx

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeopteryx


Reptiles

 Turtles returned to the ocean that their ancestors left. Once a year lay 
eggs on shore; aggregate in 1000s at Great Barrier Reef

 150 Ma: Plesiosaurs – 8-meter reptile in ocean; 1st discovered marine 
reptile – by Mary Anning; Pterasaurs – flying reptiles

 But Turtles survived, but not these predators



Social insects: termites, ants, bees

 200 Ma: Termites: 5 million + queen = colony; workers, soldiers

 100 Ma: Ants: permanent war with termites; ant workers lick (with 
antibiotic secretion) missing limbs of soldier ants (only other animal 
besides human to use medicine to save own kind)

 Arms race between these two since age of dinos



Social Insects Termites 251 Ma, Ants 140-168 Ma

The social insects are remarkable because the great majority 
of individuals in each colony are sterile. This appears contrary 
to basic concepts of evolution such as natural selection and 
the selfish gene. 

 In fact, there are very few eusocial insect species: only 15 out 
of approximately 2,600 living families of insects contain 
eusocial species, and it seems that eusociality has evolved 
independently only 12 times among arthropods. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eusociality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_(biology)


Eusociality

 Nevertheless, social insects have been spectacularly successful; for 
example although ants and termites account for only about 2% of 
known insect species, they form over 50% of the total mass of insects. 
Their ability to control a territory appears to be the foundation of their 
success.

 E. O. Wilson and Bert Hölldobler:  eusociality evolves only in species 
that are under strong pressure from predators and competitors, but in 
environments where it is possible to build "fortresses"; after colonies 
have established this security, they gain other advantages through co-
operative foraging.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Termite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E._O._Wilson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bert_H%C3%B6lldobler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foraging


4th - Triassic-Jurassic Extinction, 201 Ma

 Triassic–Jurassic extinction event (End Triassic): 201 Ma, at the 
Triassic–Jurassic transition. 

 About 23% of all families, 48% of all genera (20% of marine families 
and 55% of marine genera) and 70% to 75% of all species became 
extinct.

 Most non-dinosaurian archosaurs, most therapsids, and most of the 
large amphibians were eliminated, leaving dinosaurs with little terrestrial 
competition. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triassic%E2%80%93Jurassic_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megaannum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triassic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jurassic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archosaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Therapsid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphibian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur


Age of Dinosaurs

 Crocodiles: for 200 million years; can hold breathe for 1 hour; heartbeat to 2 
beats per minute; dominate whatever waterbody in which they live.

 234 Ma: Sustained volcanic eruptions caused global warming; 
megamonsoonal weather; biblical scale rains for 1 million years

 Massive deltas; conifer forests

 210 Ma:  Dinosaurs – reptiles that could stand; ruled for 150 M years

 152 Ma: Jurassic 



Age of Giants, 200 Ma

 200 Ma: dawn of Jurassic period; Pangaea begins to dismantle; age of 
giants

 152 Ma: Allosaurs – 9 meters long; 

 Rise of the flower and their pollinators (beetles, butterflys, bees); 
addition of color; today 10 x more flowering plants than all others

 Spiders around for 100 million years; now more complex webs



Giants

By middle of dinosaur period, more species on land than in 
ocean

110 Ma: Deinonychus – discovered in1969 = revolutionized 
thinking about dinos –

Dinosaur Renaissance: they were clearly active, agile predator, 
warm blooded, feathered (originally for warmth), pack hunters; 
ancestor of birds



Deinonychus (Terrible Claw)



Qing-Jin Meng, Science, 2015



Dino Microraptor hunted mammals

Mammal foot found inside
Fossil Microraptor



Mortal Combat

Dino

Mammal

Mammal 
attacking Dino, 
120 MA





A mammal attacking a dinosaur at 125 Ma

A mammal 
Repenomamus 
robustus (10 lb, 
18 in) attacking 
a Psittacosaurus 
lujiatunensis 
dinosaur, (35 
lbs, 47 in)  



Did mammals take on dinosaurs at 125 Ma?



Mammal chewing on dino rib; size of a 10 lb badger



Repenomamus robustus: Mammal chewing on dino rib; size of a 
10 lb badger



Mammal grabbing dino jaw



Dinos and others

 90 Ma: as Pangaea spreads apart, magma lifts sea floors, raising water 
levels, flooding the land, creating numerous shallow seas, and multiple 
continents, each with own climate

 76 Ma: Alongside the long-necked giant sauropods and the feathered 
theropods, 
 the ornithischians; 
herbaceous (with jaws that could chew), herd animals (in 1000s); 

triceratops, ankylosaurus, stegosaurus

 First true mammals: social, cared for young (milk til independence)

 First snakes: heat sensitive; warm blooded prey; 3000 species; 100 Ma



5th Extinction: Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-PG) extinction event

 66 Ma: 5th Extinction – Yucatan asteroid 

Asteroid the size of Mr Everest- 6-mile diameter (crater = 10 km 
deep x 180 km wide): traveling 10 x faster than a bullet;  = 1 billion 
Hiroshima bombs; massive earthquakes and then a 1000-3000 foot
tsunami.

 3 trillion tons of debris into atmosphere; winds of 600 miles per 
hour; 

Cause of extinction = wall of ash and debris 100s of miles thick that 
covered globe = global winter cloud cover

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cretaceous-Paleogene_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cretaceous-Paleogene_extinction_event


K-PG extinction

Caused death of almost all dinosaurs and 75% of all life

Survivors were basis of all life today

Birds = only dinosaurs to survive  - 10 K species today 

and Mammals



Asteroid

 66 Ma: The asteroid: Yucatan – 400 cenote sinkholes outline crater; 
Crater eventually buried under 1600 feet of rock

 Grey cloud covered the planet; anhydrite rock contains sulfur –
vaporized; 325 billion tons into atmosphere – reflects sunlight; global 
impact winter for 10 years; no photosynthesis; 75% of all living plants 
and animals extinguished



Timeline of events

 But at the impact site, the asteroid vaporizes. More than 3-trillion tons of 
rock are ejected into space in a blast of superheated violence: winds 
higher than 600 miles per hour, a colossal earthquake, followed by a 
ring of massive tsunamis. 

 Elsewhere, as the reverberations of the impact race out across North 
America, dinosaurs and creatures of all shapes and sizes are 
obliterated by the blast, incinerated in a firestorm unlike anything seen 
since. If you could see the blast, you were toast.





The Impact

Everything within 1000 kms is vaporized.
Seismic shockwaves around the world. In minutes, massive 

earthquakes rock world. 
Mega tsunamis; 
Burning ejecta from the impact return to earth within an hour = 

400 degrees; 
 If you were standing on the Gulf Coast of Texas, that 

magnitude 12 earthquake would have been strong enough to 
actually jam your femurs up into your body cavity.



The Impact

 Within 2 hours, half planet covered by hot dust; plants incinerated; an 
overheated atmosphere, and sulfur rich acid rain wipe out a majority of
life on Earth, 

 Bringing to an end the reign of non-avian dinosaurs and destabilizing 
the marine food web in a single day. 



End Cretaceous Extinction, 66 Ma

 About 17% of all families, 50% of all genera and 75% of all species 
became extinct. In the seas all the ammonites, plesiosaurs and 
mosasaurs disappeared and the percentage of sessile (immobile) 
animals was reduced to about 33%. 

 All non-avian dinosaurs became extinct during that time. 

 Mammals and birds, the former descended from the synapsids and the 
latter from theropod dinosaurs, emerged as dominant terrestrial 
animals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonoidea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sauropterygia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosasaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sessility_(zoology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theropod


Asteroid Impact

Postapocalyptic winter for a decade

Pine forests/conifers returned.

But insects, life in burrows, incl. mammals, survived. As did 
ground dwelling avian dinosaurs protected by their shells. 

Birds were last remaining branch of the dinosaur tree.



Dinosaur Apocalypse, 66 Ma

 For 10 years, paleontologist Robert DePalma and his team have been 
digging in a small corner of the Hell Creek Formation, South Dakota, an 
area famous for more than a century of major dinosaur discoveries.

 Right above the crumbly rock is the K–Pg boundary, a layer of iridium-
rich debris from the asteroid impact that hit the earth 66-million years 
ago. It marks the end of the age of dinosaurs.

 The four-foot-thick layer of rock at Tanis is full of ejecta spherules



Day of the asteroid

 The asteroid that struck the earth 66-million years ago, created 
what is today known as the Chicxulub crater.

Glass ejecta spherules link Tanis and Chicxulub. Every object in 
that site, all the animals and the plants and everything buried in 
those sediments are linked to the last day of the Cretaceous. 
Include metallic compounds from meteorite in spherical form. Fish 
with the spherules in their gills.

 Tanis is almost 2,000 miles away from where the asteroid hit, so 
exactly how did the asteroid cause the death of the animals there?



Day of the asteroid

Creatures were swept to their death in some kind of turbulent 
surge of water and quickly entombed in sediment

Ejecta spherules landed at Tanis between 13 minutes and two 
hours after the impact. So, if a wave buried the fish, it must 
also have reached the site within two hours.



Day of Asteroid – Seismic waves hit Tanis

A tsunami can’t get here in less than, minimum, 12 hours, but 
seismic waves, traveling from the Yucatan impact site to North 
Dakota can arrive here fairly quickly.

 If you have a very large body of water, like the Western Interior 
Seaway, and you can shake it back and forth, you can 
generate a large water wave coming up this river at Tanis. 
Seismic waves get here quickly enough to cause this wall of 
water, coming up the Tanis river, inundating this area, arriving 
at the same time these spherules are still falling out of the air.

And then, as seismic waves rock the whole region, a violent 
surge wave, 30 feet high, rushes up the Tanis River.



Worst day in the history of the planet.

 Fires rage, destroying many of the world’s forests. As the horrific day draws 
to a close, many of the world’s dinosaurs are likely already dead. 

 Research shows that the angle at which the asteroid hit and the sulfur-rich 
rocks at the impact site amplified the devastation. 

 Without sunlight, most plants died and food became scarce. As the weeks 
and months passed, any dinosaur left alive would have died of hunger.

 In the oceans it was the same. Nearly all of the world’s plankton died, leading 
to the starvation of most marine creatures.



Worst Day 

 It’s thought that the impact winter that followed caused a global 
temperature drop of at least 48 degrees Fahrenheit.

 Forests collapsed. The plant eaters didn’t have any food to eat; they 
died. The meat eaters didn’t have any plant eaters to eat; they died. 
Ecosystems collapsed like houses of cards.

 The planet was in semi-darkness for around a decade as dust and soot 
slowly fell to Earth. 



But luckily, life always exploits devastation

 But then came something wonderful, a new beginning. Once the dust cleared 
from the atmosphere and the sunlight returned, plant life was gradually 
restored, led by ferns, the spores of which had lain dormant deep 
underground. And the world began to turn green once more.

 One of the reasons some mammals survived the great extinction were 
burrows. During the impact winter, a burrow would have provided warmth, 
protection and a place to store food. Mammals, which were able to thrive in 
the aftermath, were resourceful omnivores, and the insects which survived 
could have been one source of food.

 Their size would have been another advantage. When catastrophe strikes and 
food is scarce, the largest tend to die out, whilst the smallest often survive.



Diversification of Mammals, after 66 Ma

 The first true mammals evolved in the shadows of dinosaurs and other large 
archosaurs that filled the world by the late Triassic. The first mammals were 
very small and were probably nocturnal to escape predation. 

 Mammal diversification truly began only after the end Permian (66 Ma). 

 This all changed during the mid to late Eocene when the circum-Antarctic 
current formed between Antarctica and Australia which disrupted weather 
patterns on a global scale. Grassless savannah began to predominate much 
of the landscape, and mammals such as Andrewsarchus rose up (45 Ma) to 
become the largest known terrestrial predatory mammal ever, and early 
whales like Basilosaurus (40 Ma) took control of the seas.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savanna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrewsarchus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeoceti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeoceti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilosaurus


Andrewsarchus

Basilosaurus

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrewsarchus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilosaurus


Out of ashes

 Deep sea scavengers and insects survive by feeding on the dead 
organisms. Some reptiles, amphibians, and small mammals manage to 
survive the impact from below the ground.

 Despite the impact winter, the adaptations of conifers to the cold allow 
them to dominate the northern latitudes shortly after impact. 

 Meanwhile, flowering plants come to dominate the tropics, forming 
tropical rainforests, the most biodiverse ecosystem on Earth. Hovering 
hummingbirds evolve, beating wings at 80x per second.



Out of Ashes

 The plains of South America are dominated by the giant terror birds 
which hunt mammals such as Theosodon.

 As Australia moves north, coral reefs dominate the Arafura Sea, serving 
as centers of diversification for marine life. 

 Seabirds spread across the planet to take advantage of the wealth of 
prey. 

 Despite the success of birds, it was the mammals that would dominate 
the Cenozoic



Birds, 20 Ma

 20 Ma: In S American plains, Terror Bird 
(Phorusrhacid) evolves –
carnivorous flightless bird, 3-10 feet tall; 50 mph
 15 Ma: corals, tropical reefs; seabirds
 Gannets can hit water at 90 mph to spear fish
 Seabirds have vast colonies
 Penguins with wings for underwater flight; 18 
species; colonized all Southern continents
 Today: 10,000 species of birds



Age of Mammals, 56 Ma

56 Ma: Paleocene Eocene Thermal Maximum: beneath N 
Atlantic Ocean, volcanics heat ocean floor releases carbon 
dioxide & methane creates rapid warming; temperatures rise 
by 9 degrees; produce deep sea mass extinction; at poles, 70 
degrees – alligators and palm trees in poles; tropical rain 
forests spread north and south; many new pollens;  most 
biodiverse habitats; flowering plants and fruits evolve and 
diversify

East African Rift Valley: deep valleys and mts with no 
monsoons with mosaic forests and savannahs; upright walking



First primates: mouse sized Teihardinia

First true primates: mouse sized 
Teihardinia; for 20 M years

Then a cooling due to reduce CO2; 
primates disappear in Europe and N 
America; but survive in Africa



Mammals

 50 Ma: India and Asia collide, creating the Himalayas: 2500 kms long, 9 
kms high. 

 Bats from 50 MA: flight at night; gather in caves in their the millions; 1 in 
5 of all mammal species; birds are their predators

 47 Ma: mammals into the sea; Maiacetus – 7-foot semiaquatic early 
whale; become baleen whales

 2.5 Ma: a new ice age



Transitional whales:
from 50 Ma



Pakicetus: 50 Ma; land mammal

Transitional Forms • Basilosaurid = 40 
Ma, complete set of 
leg bones



Transitional Forms: Whale 
evolution from land mammal
 Early wolf like creature – Pakicetus
 40 Ma a lagoon of Mediterranean 

Sea (then 100 miles south); Valley of 
whales in Sahara desert (100 sq. 
miles)

 Fish swim by flexing from side to 
side; mammals by undulating their 
spines up and down

 Pakicetus to Ambulocetus to 
Kutchicetus to Artiocetus to Dorudon
to Aetiocetus to Basilosaurus to 
Eurhinodelphis to Mammalodon.





Grasses and ungulates, post 66 MA

 The evolution of grasses, ~66 Ma, brought a remarkable change to the 
Earth's landscape, and the new open spaces pushed mammals to get 
bigger and bigger. 

 Grass started to expand in the Miocene, and the Miocene is where 
many modern-day mammals first appeared. 

 Giant ungulates like Paraceratherium and Deinotherium evolved to rule 
the grasslands. 

 The evolution of grass also brought primates down from the trees and 
started human evolution. 

 The first big cats evolved during this time as well. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poaceae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ungulates


Paraceratherium and Deinotherium



Larger mammals

• 38 Ma: Megacerops: 3 ton, 7 feet tall, rhinoceros-
like browsers

• The drying trend from Antarctica's separation 
continues and leads to the replacement of forests, 
via fire, with endless plains/grasslands over a fifth 
of Earth's area, leading to the extinction of many 
mammals.

• Surviving grazing mammals evolve specialized 
adaptations to process grass. Strengthened teeth 
to prevent silica in grass from wearing them out. 
Huge bellies to process grass. Able to walk within 
hours of birth. Huge herds.

• Predators: lions, cheetahs



56 Ma: When Antarctica was green

 Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum: Antarctica was joined to 
Australia and S America, a warm forested place; palm trees, tree ferns, 
flowering plants, possum like marsupials, herbivores, and monsoons; 
acted as migration center; many species from S. America, migrated to 
Antarctica and Australia

 By 56 Ma, SA and Antarctica separated. By 40 MA, separation from 
Australia. By 26 Ma, Antarctica is totally separate continent.  Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current developed, the most powerful current on earth. 
Blocks out warmer currents. By 36.5 Ma, glaciers. 



Antarctica freezes over: 14 Ma

 Antarctica wasn’t always a frozen wasteland. It wasn’t until around 34 
million years ago that the first small glaciers formed on the tops of 
Antarctica’s mountains. And it was 20 million years later, when world-
wide temperatures dropped by 8 °C, that the glaciers’ ice froze onto the 
rock, and the southern ice sheet was born.

 This temperature drop was triggered by the rise of the Himalayas. As 
they grew higher they were exposed to increased weathering, which 
sucked CO2 out of the atmosphere and reduced the greenhouse effect.



Panama Land Bridge, 3 Ma

 The formation of Panama was perhaps the most important geological 
event to occur in the last 60 million years. The isthmus is thought to 
have been finally formed around 3 million years ago

 Atlantic and Pacific currents were closed off from each other, which 
caused the formation of the Gulf Stream, which made Europe warmer.

 The land bridge allowed the isolated creatures of South America to 
migrate over to North America, and vice versa. Various species 
migrated south, leading to the presence in South America of llamas, the 
spectacled bear, kinkajous and jaguars.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Stream
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llama
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaguar


Antarctica

 The northern hemisphere remained relatively ice-free for longer, with 
Greenland and the Arctic becoming heavily glaciated only around 3.2 
million years ago.

 Latest advance of the ice: 2.58 million years ago/

 The Quaternary glaciation started just a few million years ago – and is 
still going on. The main trigger for the Quaternary glaciation was the 
continuing fall in the level of CO2 in the atmosphere due to the 
weathering of the Himalayas. However, the timing of the glacials and 
interglacials was driven by periodic changes in Earth’s orbit that change 
the amount of sunshine reaching various parts of the planet. 



Ice age: Quaternary glaciation, ~3 Ma

Three million years ago saw the start of the Pleistocene epoch, 
which featured dramatic climatic changes due to the ice ages. 
The mega-fauna that dominated fed on grasslands that, by 
now, had taken over much of the subtropical world. 

The large amounts of water held in the ice allowed for various 
bodies of water to shrink and sometimes disappear such as the 
North Sea and the Bering Strait. 



Migrations

 It is believed by many that a huge migration took place along Beringia
which is why, today, there are camels (which evolved and became 
extinct in North America), horses (which evolved and became extinct in 
North America), and Native Americans. 

 The ending of the last ice age coincided with the North American
expansion of humans, along with a massive die out of ice age mega-
fauna. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beringia


Age of Ice and Fire 

 2.5 Ma: Near the beginning of the Quaternary, changes in Earth's 
orbit, currents, and atmosphere lead to the ice age. 

 20 Ka: By the middle of the Quarternary, the tundra-steppe, Earth’s 
most extensive habitat, circles the northern latitudes south of the ice 
sheets. 

A cooling, drying trend leads to the expansion of deserts south of 
the tundra-steppe (Sahara doubles in size), and the rainforests of 
Africa (there for 50 M years) are almost entirely replaced with 
savanna. Many primates descended to ground, i.e. baboons, 
australopiths



Floods

At the end of the glaciation, the ice sheets melt as the Earth's 
orbit shifts again and the climate warms. In North America, 
massive proglacial lakes (10K sq miles) form from the melting, 
and one such melting event leads to immense floods that carve 
a path across North America; in 10 hrs, an 800 km tsunami 
path thru American continent to ocean; but rapidly recedes. 50 
of these floods have occurred



When The Mediterranean disappeared, 6 Ma

 Bottom of Mediterranean has lots of gypsum salt deposits, as result of 
water evaporation

 Water via straight of Gibraltar; Messinian Salinity Crisis = 5.96-5.3 Ma 
(succession of desiccations) = left a deep dry basin, reaching 1.9 to 
3.1 mi deep below normal sea level, with a few hypersaline pockets 
similar to today's Dead Sea. 

 Then, around 5.5 Ma, wetter climatic conditions resulted in the basin 
receiving more freshwater from rivers



Mediterranean
 3 theories:

6 Ma = ice age; reduced water availability theory; sea level lowered
Tectonics blocked straight of Gibraltar: A moving subduction zone may 

have caused periodic regional uplift.
Shifting crusts and climate change; crust under straight rose; water level 

dropped; evaporation rates altered = 600 K years; 3 km thick salt layer; 
uninhabitable area

 Gibraltar Straight opened up; When water rose again, land bridges 
disappeared, islands separated; insular dwarfism or gigantism occurred –
giant rabbits, dwarf elephants

 Not a waterfall; but river; Zanclean flood



Holocene

 11,700 ya: Beginning of the Holocene

 Many megafauna worldwide are driven to extinction (70% in N 
America), which allows bison to dominate the Great Plains, where they 
are killed en masse in buffalo cliff jumps by early human hunters, who 
had previously contributed to the megafaunal extinctions. 

 Humans develop agriculture and give up the hunter-gatherer lifestyle, 
leading to the formation of complex society and civilization, and 
eventually technology. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quaternary_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_bison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Plains
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buffalo_jump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clovis_culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunter-gatherer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology


Sixth Mass Extinction

 Holocene extinction currently ongoing. 

 Humanity's dominance threatens the balance of Earth through habitat 
destruction (farm land = 50% of all habitable land) and climate change, 
leading to the potential for a sixth mass extinction, which can only be 
halted through a concerted effort from humanity. 

 In last 50 years alone, wildlife populations have fallen by 70%.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holocene_extinction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habitat_destruction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habitat_destruction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixth_mass_extinction


6th Extinction: Holocene

 Extinctions have occurred at over 1,000 times the background 
extinction rate since 1900, and the rate is increasing.

 The mass extinction is a result of human activity (an ecocide) driven by 
population growth and overconsumption of the earth's natural 
resources.

 1 million plant and animal species are currently threatened with 
extinction.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Background_extinction_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Background_extinction_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_growth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overconsumption


6th Extinction

 In late 2021, WWF Germany suggested that over a million species 
could go extinct within a decade in the "largest mass extinction event 
since the end of the dinosaur age."

 A 2023 study published in PNAS concluded that at least 73 genera of 
animals have gone extinct since 1500. 

 If humans had never existed, it would have taken 18,000 years for the 
same genera to have disappeared naturally, the report states.
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